
Ever wondered if there was a secret about writing for the opposite 
gender? Come join us for a fun-filled day while Castellucci and Reisman 

team up to explore the differences in gender-target writing and share 
a few “locker-room and girl-talk” secrets of their own. 

Both authors have promised to keep “fisty-cuffs” to a minimum! 

Saturday, February 12, 2011 
Doors open 8:30 a.m. Session 9:00a.m.-3:30p.m.

Calvary Christian School 
701 Palisades Drive, Pacific Palisades

 Directions: From Pacific Coast Hwy take Sunset Blvd. After the first stoplight, 
turn left on Palisades Drive to the school. From the 405 Fwy, exit Sunset Blvd 

and go toward the ocean. Turn right on Palisades Drive to the school. 
Meeting room is closer to the second parking lot.

 
SCBWI Member $65    Non-member $75    (Lunch included)

No refunds after February 5, 2011
 

For more information and to download the registration form go to: 
www.scbwisocal.org/events/la_writers_toolbox.html

The 2011 Writer’s Toolbox 
with authors 

Cecil Castellucci 
and Michael Reisman

“Boys Versus Girls
Is There Really a Difference?” 
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Novelist and Indie rocker, Castalucci’s 
books include Beige and Queen of Cool. Her 

latest YA novel, Rose Sees Red, will be 
released in 2010.  http://castellucci.wordpress.com 

Author and comic-book lover, Reisman’s science-
fiction Simon Bloom series, The Octopus Effect and The 
Gravity Keeper have been described as, “teaching 
physics the fun way.”   www.michaelreisman.com
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Who’s Who in
SCBWI-Los Angeles In this busy Holiday season there is a life force, 

an energy, a joy that runs through us. A universal message that says there is 
only “one” of you. Your own expression is unique to the world, and you “can 
do anything.”
 
So when the hullabaloo of the holidays is over and the New Year has begun, 
release your special dreams, goals, and aspirations and see what the new 
seeds will bring.
 
Speaking of new seeds of thought, at this past Working Writer’s Retreat: 
Grace Maccarone, executive editor at Holiday House, Kendra Levin, 
associate editor at Viking Children’s Books, and Emma Dryden, freelance 
editor and consultant under her own banner, drydenbks, brought their own 
special tools for inspiration and craft to the “sold out” retreat held at the 
Mary & Joseph Retreat Center in Rancho Palos Verdes from September 
24-26. Kendra kicked things off with new points of view on how to revise a 
manuscript from the inside out. Grace wears two different hats—editor and 
award-winning writer. She shared many “trade secrets” on what she has 
learned over the years from both sides of the desk. Emma Dryden opened 
everyone’s eyes and ears to what one really needs to know about publishing 
children’s books in the digital landscape. Check out the pictures of this 
wonderful retreat on our website!
 
On October 17, writers and illustrators joined the Mad Hatter and 
White Rabbit at Union Station and boarded the train from Track #9 to 
San Juan Capistrano. It was a full day, beginning with an assortment of 
creative games played out in our “very own club car.” Off the train, the 
group headed to Mission San Juan Capistrano and received a fabulous tour 
from Tanya, docent for the Mission. Tanya relayed the early historical begin-
nings from the time the mission was built to present day. After the tour, 
everyone was given a “looking glass” in which to explore this lovely, historic 
town. Lunch at Sarducci’s was not only delicious, but everyone had fun 
sharing his and her “magnifying” experiences during free time. The group 
then wandered through “Old Town” where adobes still stand from circa 
1794. At 4:00 p.m., the train whistle blew and the group headed back to Los 
Angeles – but the Mad Hatter and White Rabbit had a few more tricks up 
their sleeves and the fun didn’t stop until the trained pulled in to Union 
Station. Don’t miss the next Down the Rabbit Hole Field Trip!

 Illustrator’s Day took place on November 13 and was a smash hit by all 
accounts! Speakers included illustrator/writer Brian Floca who has 
worked with Avi and Patricia MacLachlan, and received rave reviews for 
Moonshot: The Flight of Apollo 11 – the United States first moon landing. Agent 
Jennifer Rofe, of Andrea Brown Literary, sits on both sides of the desk as 
agent and writer. She shared her insights on marketing her own picture book 
with illustrator Mary Peterson—Piggies in the Pumpkin Patch. Rich Deas, 
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Who’s Who at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the 
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… L.A. NEWS

art director for Scholastic where he worked on the Harry Potter advertising 
and promo materials, addressed the importance and value of book covers. 
Rich gave a “bird’s eye view” into what makes an eye-catching book cover – 
and it’s not as simple as you might think. Abigail Samoun is project editor 
with Tricycle Press, the children’s book imprint of Ten Speed Press in 
Berkeley, CA. She told the audience to always submit their best, most 
polished illustrations, to have diversity in the art pieces in a portfolio, to 
concentrate on children’s faces and movements, and to study the same for 
animals. The fantastic day ended on a high note with illustrator Dan Santat 
recalling his rags to riches fame...or in his own words--“slightly nicer rags.” 
Dan talked about the lessons learned in those early days, what made him 
focus on finding his own, unique style, the success he achieved in creating 
Disney’s animated hit, The Replacements, and what sustains him in nurtur-
ing a successful career as an illustrator.

Now, a “sneak peak” at our first event in 2011 as authors Cecil Castellucci 
and Michael Reisman present “Boys Vs Girls – Is There Really A 
Difference?” at the Writer’s Toolbox on February 12, 2011, at Calvary 
Christian School. Save the date!
 
In every issue, we send HUGE  THANK  YOUs to our team of volunteers. 
These are the hard-working members who bring you our spectacular Kite 
Tales, our invaluable website/listserve, as well as our terrific events, work-
shops, and Schmoozes. Without them, the wheels of the LA region would 
grind to a halt. Thank you for all you do!
 
Now, roll up your sleeves and start 
planting new ideas for stories and 
vibrant illustrations. Just you wait 
and see what will bloom in the 
spring!

                          Claudia and Edie

Kite Tales would like to wish our amazing graphic 
designer, Marcelle Greene – GET WELL SOON!

We would like to welcome the wonderful Sherrie 
Petersen as our interim designer. Thank you, Sherrie!
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Orange County/Inland Empire News

Greetings from Francesca and Q 
 

The holidays are coming and what better time to reveal 
all the wonderful goodies we have lined up for you in 
2011! We are so excited to announce our new Master 
Series Workshops. These events are focused on craft 
and we already have a great lineup of authors to help 
both fledgling and seasoned writers hone their skills. 

We kicked off the program last month by spending a 
beautiful September afternoon with Chris Eboch. Chris 
is the Regional Advisor for New Mexico and the author 
of the middle grade series, Haunted. The featured topic 
at this event was plotting and Chris kept us all taking 
reams of notes as we applied what we learned to our own 
manuscripts. In addition to overall plot, she offered tips 
on creating fabulous openings, sustaining suspense, and 
writing page-turning chapter endings.  

We already have two more workshops scheduled. On 
January 22, Michael Mahin will help attendees use 
screenwriting techniques to make a manuscript more 
active and visual. He will also show how to use the three-
act concept to prevent a sagging middle in a manuscript. 

Michael is a professor of children’s literature, a reviewer 
for the National Center for the Study of Children’s Writing, 
and a semifinalist for the prestigious Academy of Motion 
Picture Arts and Sciences (AMPAC) Nicholl Screenwriting 
Fellowship in 2008. This workshop will be held in Highland 
(San Bernardino County).

Amy Goldman Koss, author of middle grade and YA titles 
such as The Girls and Poison Ivy, will headline a workshop on 
June 25 in Corona (Riverside County). Those of you who 
have heard Amy speak know that she is warm, funny, and 
extremely skilled in nailing the teen voice. In her workshop, 
“The Seven Deadly Sins of Writing,” Amy will offer advice on 
how to recognize problems in a manuscript and correct them 
with style.

Of course, when green shoots begin to sprout on the 
grapevines of Temecula’s wine country it will be time for 
our annual South Coast Winery Resort and Spa Retreat in 
Temecula. We have an awesome lineup for March 25 – 27, 
2011, that includes guest editors Marilyn Brigham 
(Marshall Cavendish); Karen Chaplin (Puffin Books); 
Kendra Levin (Viking Children’s Books), and Rotem 
Moscovich (Cartwheel Books, Scholastic). As a very 
special treat we will also be presenting a Blockbuster Author 
Track with four best-selling authors including Alyson Noel 
(The Immortals series); Mary Pearson (The Adoration of 

(continued next page)

Master Series  Workshop

South Coast Winery Resort and Spa
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… ORANgE COUNTY/INLAND EMPIRE NEWS

Jenna Fox); Marlene Perez (the Dead Is…series), and 
Michael Reisman (The Simon Bloom series).

 As spring blossoms into summer we will gather again 
at Seabase on the Marina in Newport Beach to get the 
inside scoop from five top agents in children’s literature. 
Our line-up for May 14, 2011, includes Stefanie 
von Borstel (Full Circle Literary Agency); Natalie 
Fischer (Sandra Dijkstra Literary Agency); Edward 
Necarsulmer IV (McIntosh and Otis Inc.), and 
Rosemary Stimola (Stimola Literary Studio). Yes, that’s 
only four. As this goes to press, we are waiting for one 
more confirmation but we promise it will be worth the 
wait!

Finally, many of you probably noticed that there was no 
Editor’s Day 2010. We are moving to a new location, 
so to celebrate, Editor’s Day 2011 (October 1) will be 
better than ever. We have plenty of plans in the works but 
at the moment the guest list includes Rebecca Frazer 
(Sourcebooks/Jabberwocky); Daniel Nayeri (Clarion); 
Yoland LeRoy Scott (Charlesbridge), and Greg 
Ferguson (Egmont USA).

In closing, we’re sending this link for an interesting 
article on the rejections received by authors such as 
Frank Herbert, Stephen King, J. K. Rowling, and more. 
http://io9.com/5668053/15-classic-science-fiction-and-fantasy-novels-that-

publishers-rejected  If the authors had given up after a 
few rejections, the world would be missing such 
classics as A Wrinkle in Time (26 rejections), Dune (23 
rejections), Carrie (30 rejections: King threw the 
manuscript away but his wife pulled it out of the 
garbage and he tried one more time), and Harry 
Potter (around 12 rejections). Sure, there are many 
manuscripts that will never be published, but if you 
work hard on craft, read what’s out there, research 
the market, read submission guidelines, and send 
your manuscript to genre appropriate publishers, 
you will increase your chances of finding a home 
for your book. There are no guarantees but one—a 
manuscript that is gathering dust in a drawer will 
never be published.

2011 is going to be filled with opportunities so 
here’s to a joyous holiday season for all and a 
spectacular New Year!

Francesca Rusackas, Regional Advisor
Q. L. Pearce, Assistant Regional Advisor 

Newport Beach Sea Base

Hot  Air Balloon, Temecula

There are no guarantees but 
one—a manuscript that is 
gathering dust in a drawer 

will never be published.
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FEBRUARY 19, 2011

MARCH 5, 2011

MARCH 12, 2011

V/SB SCBWI Writers Day 
2010 Contest Winners

Ventura/Santa Barbara Regional News

Save the Dates! 
For registration details go o to  www.scbwisocal.org.

Congratulations to all writers who 
captured attention for their manu-
scripts in the Writers’ Day 2010 
contest!  

PICTURE BOOK
Most Promising Manuscript

Manchester by Greg Trine

Special Mention
Goat Mountain Vacation by Jo Ann Banks

CHAPTER BOOK
No Most Promising Manuscript 

Special Mention
Sergeant Stubby: The Dog Hero of  World  

War One by Michael Tzipori
 

MIDDLE gRADE
Most Promising

Max Odor Does Not Stink by Greg Trine

Special Mention
Trouble Beneath the Waves by P.B. Rippey

YOUNg ADULT
Most Promising

Cursed by Karol Ruth Silverstein

Special Mention
Convert by Karin Just

Contest winners are (from left to right): 
Carol Silverstein, Greg Trine, Karin 

Just, Brenda Tzipori, Michael Tizipori, 
Jo Ann Banks, and P.B. Rippey.

Workshop: “Dishing Up: The Fine 
Art of Creating Tasty Nonfiction”

Vicki Leon 
Ventura   

9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
$40 members

Workshop: “Tastier Sauce and 
Saucier Taste - Word Work for 
Every Genre” – Thalia Chaltas

San Luis Obispo   
9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.

$40 members

Workshop: “The ABCs of 
Writing for Children”

Terry Pierce
Bakersfield  

 9:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.
$40 members

Workshop: “Revision Over the 
Long Haul: How to Stay 
Organized, Focused and 

Energized from First to Final 
Draft” – Deborah Davis

Goleta  
9:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

$60 members

Critiquenic
Ventura   

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
FREE to members

Critiquenic
San Luis Obispo   

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
FREE to members

Critiquenic
Bakersfield   

1:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.
FREE to members

“Pancho the Salty Sea Dog” by Fahrene 
Parrish, Avila Beach, San Luis Obispo County

Fantasy Writers – Stay Tuned!  Superstar fantasy writer, Australian author 
Juliet Marillier, will conduct a full-day workshop on Saturday, June 25, 
2011, in Santa Barbara. Juliet is the author of  The Sevenwaters Trilogy (the 
first book is called Daughter of the Forest) and the YA novel, Wildwood Dancing. 
Juliet’s novels combine historical fiction, folkloric fantasy, romance and 
family drama. However, her stories focus strongly on human relationships and 
the personal journeys of the characters. More details at www.scbwisocal.org.

from Mary Ann Fraser
MaryAFrase@aol.com

http://www.scbwisocal.org
http://www.scbwisocal.org.
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BOOK TALK ONLINE

Book Talk is a monthly book 
discussion group taking place 
on the Ventura/Santa Barbara/
San Luis Obispo/Kern SCBWI 
listserv. Discussions begin on the 
first of each month, facilitated 
by Lynn Becker (lynnb@
mac.com). Readers may join 
anytime during the month 
with comments or questions 
about the featured book. Book 
Talk is open to all members of 
Southern California SCBWI 
who are signed up for the 
regional listserv. 

To become a member of 
the listserv, go to: 

http://groups.yahoo.com/
group/SCBWI-CCal/

JANUARY: 
The Quiet Book

by Deborah Underwood, 
ill. by Renata Liwska (PB)

FEBRUARY: 
The Sky is Everywhere

by Jandy Nelson  
(Realistic, funny, 
heartbreaking YA)

MARCH: 
Mockingjay / 

The Hunger Games Trilogy
by Suzanne Collins 

(Dystopian YA fantasy)
 

APRIL: 
Today I Will Fly! 

An Elephant and Piggie Book
by Mo Willems (Easy reader)

Retreat Registration is Open!
PICTURE BOOK BOOT CAMP

Don’t believe anyone who tells you that picture 
books aren’t selling in today’s market. They are! Just 
look at the pages of picture book publications in 
Publishers Weekly and School Library Journal. But 
how can you capture the attention of an editor in 
today’s competitive market?  

Picture books look deceptively 
easy. But writing a well-crafted, 

entertaining, and marketable story in 1000 
words or less takes skill and practice. If you are 
struggling with your picture book manuscript, award-
winning author, Lisa Wheeler, can help you at our 
Picture Book Boot Camp retreat on June 10 – 12, 
2011, at Mission Santa Barbara.

Here are a few things Lisa will address:

•	 Great	Beginnings
•	 Revision	techniques
•	 Dialogue
•	 Creating	great	characters

•	 Point-of-view
•	 Formatting
•	 Rhyming	picture	books
•	 Non-fiction	picture	books

In addition to the workshops, 
the retreat will include an 
in-depth critique of one of 

your works by Lisa, quiet times 
to write, and noisy times to 
socialize. In the written cri-

tique, Lisa will do the following:

•	 Look	at	the	Big	Picture	to	determine	if	the	plot	is	
 working.
•	 Do	a	line-by-line	critique,	which	includes	suggested	
 cuts and comments.
•	 Point	out	the	strengths	of	the	manuscript	as	well	as	
 concerns.

Lisa Wheeler has thirty titles on library shelves, with more to follow over the next few years. 
She has written picture books in prose and rhyme, an easy reader series, three books of 
poems, and creative nonfiction for the very young. Visit her at www.lisawheelerbooks.com
 
For further information and registration form, go to www.scbwisocal.org

mailto:lynnb%40mac.com?subject=
mailto:lynnb%40mac.com?subject=
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCBWI-CCal/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/SCBWI-CCal/
http://www.lisawheelerbooks.com
http://www.scbwisocal.org
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Q.  How long have you been a member of 
SCBWI?

In looking back at the program sheets that I’ve 
saved, I see that the first SCBWI Conference I 
attended was in 1981 (the 10th) at the Miramar-
Sheraton Hotel in Santa Monica. Madeleine L’Engle 
was the banquet speaker. So next year will be 30 
years for me—amazing! 
 
Q.  How long have you been on the board?

Forever. I helped Jean Stangl for seven years when 
she was advisor. I’ve been with Alexis since she 
began as Regional Advisor in 1994. It’s a truly 
wonderful group!
 
Q.  Tell us about your publications?

My most recent title is The Song We Chose To Sing, a 
classical music/poetry CD (with Sheldon Cohen, 

former assistant music director for 
The Tonight Show), which was 
released in 2010 by ACTA. 

My children’s poetry books, Splish 
Splash and Flicker Flash—shape 
poems about water and light—are 
published by Houghton Mifflin 
Harcourt. In March 2010, I had 
two poems in Lee Bennett Hop-
kins’ anthology Sharing The Seasons, 
illustrated by David Diaz, and I will 

have a poem in Lee’s Dizzy Dinosaurs 
(an “I Can Read” book) out in 2011. I have other 
poems forthcoming in anthologies.
 
Q.  What is your favorite SCBWI event? 

They are all FABULOUS because SCBWI members 
are so delightful, creative, and generous with their 
talents.
 
Q.  What is the best way for members to 
contact you?

My email is joanbgraham@sbcglobal.net

 The 2010-2011 
season marks the 25th 
anniversary of the 
Ventura/Santa Barbara 
region, made up of four 
counties: Santa Barbara, 
Ventura , San Luis 
Obispo, and Kern. At 
the heart of our 
region’s operations are 
volunteers who serve 
on the Advisory Board, 
organizing workshops, 
assisting members, and 
serving on the SCBWI 
frontline. One of our 
core members, Joan 
Bransfield Graham, 
began volunteering in 
1985 – and she’s still 

going strong! You may recognize her as the 
poet with a camera who shoots photos at 
Writers’ Day and other events.  

Here’s a bit more about our long-standing, 
dedicated Advisory Board member.
 
Q.  What is your role as County 
Co-Coordinator ?

Jody Fickes Shapiro and I plan and facili-
tate a variety of SCBWI activities for our 
region such as critiquenics and workshops. 
We help with Writing Retreats at the Mission Santa Barbara 
and Writers’ Day at California Lutheran University at the 
end of each October. This past year, Marni McGee did a 
marvelous workshop on “Picture Books: The Perils, Pitfalls, 
and Promise,” and, with Carol Heyer’s, Kathryn Hunley’s, 
and Siri Weber Feeney’s artistic expertise, we had an 
incredible ARTbeats event for our illustrators in April. 
Watch for fantastic upcoming workshops with uppity-wom-
an, sassy nonfiction specialist Vicki Leon and storyteller-
supreme Angela Lloyd. I’m also staff photographer for our 
events; I try to tell the story of the day, to “write” . . .  a 
visual poem. 
 

A Snapshot of Volunteer Joan Bransfield graham
25th Anniversary

Joan Bransfield Graham, a published 
author, co-coordinates Ventura County 

SCBWI events with Jody Fickes Shapiro. 
Joan writes poetry and picture books 

with her newest project including her 
photography as well.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31HmK-UMwMY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=31HmK-UMwMY
mailto:joanbgraham@sbcglobal.net?subject=
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Announcing the SCBWI-L.A. 
7th Annual Conference Scholarship Contest for L.A. Member Writers and Illustrators

CONTEST RULES FOR WRITERS
1. You must be a currently registered member of 

SCBWI-L.A.
2. You may only enter the contest once.
3. Your story can be 200 words maximum 

(excluding title), inspired by the word 
“cinnamon,” double-spaced on 1 page.

4. Submit 3 copies of your story (one with author 
name and contact info, and two without).

5. No submission will be returned.
6. Entry must be POSTMARKED by 
 February 1, 2011.
7. Entry must be delivered by regular mail; no 

certified mail will be accepted.
8. The judge(s), while highly qualified, shall 

remain anonymous.
9. Only submissions in compliance with these 

rules will be considered.
10. Sorry, no additional information or clarification 

will be given out.
11. *Transportation and lodging are not included 

with free tuition.

CONTEST RULES FOR ILLUSTRATORS
1. You must be a currently registered member of 

SCBWI-L.A.
2. You may only enter the contest once.
3. Submit three (3) 8.5 x 11 non-returnable copies of 

your original work inspired by the word 
“cinnamon.” Use color copies unless your artwork 
is black and white. Do not write your name on 
your artwork.

4. No submission will be returned. Do not send 
originals.

5. Entry must be POSTMARKED by 
 February 1, 2011.
6. Entry must be delivered by regular mail; no 

certified mail will be accepted.
7. Only submissions in compliance with these rules 

will be considered.
8. The judge(s), while highly qualified, shall remain 

anonymous.
9. Sorry, no additional information or clarification 

will be given out.
10. *Transportation and lodging are not included 

with free tuition. 

 
2011 SCBWI–L.A. ANNUAL CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST ENTRY FORM

**Writers: Staple this form to the front of your submission copy that contains your contact info and please print clearly.**
**Illustrators: Staple this form to the front of one photocopy of your illustration and please print clearly.**
 

SCBWI-L.A. Current Member Name _____________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________________________

Telephone_________________________________________________________                                    

E-mail_____________________________________________________________

Mail submission to:
SCBWI-L.A. Annual 

Conference Scholarship Contest
c/o 11410 Lemoncrest Avenue

Lakeview Terrace, CA 91342

There will be one winner from the writing contest 
and one winner from the illustration contest. 
Winners will receive free tuition* to either the 2011 
Summer Conference in Los Angeles or the 2012 
Winter Conference in New York City. The winning 
children’s illustration and short story will be fea-
tured in Kite Tales. Good luck!

“Cinnamon.”
That’s right. That’s the contest. It’s time to get creative.

 Write a story or make an illustration based on the word – cinnamon.

Winners will be announced at SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day, 
Saturday, April 16, 2011. (Winners need not be present to 
win, but we hope you will be!)  

Questions? Contact: candace_ryan@hotmail.com 
(subject line: SCBWI-L.A. Scholarship)

For more information go to : 
www.scbwisocal.org/events/la_scholarship_contest.html

mailto:candace_ryan%40hotmail.com?subject=SCBWI-L.A.%20Scholarship
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SCBWI Tri-Region CALENDAR of Events & Contests

go to www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm 
for information on regional events.

MONTH DATE DAY TYPE REgION DESCRIPTION
JAN 2011 14 – 16 Fri-Sun EVENT V/SB Winter Retreat 

22 Sat EVENT OC/IE Workshop – Screenwriting Secrets for 
Children’s Book Authors by Michael 
Mahin

28-30 Fri-Sun EVENT INT’L SCBWI International Annual Winter 
Conference

FEB 2011 1 Tue CONTEST DEADLINE L.A. Annual Conference Scholarship 
Contest for Writers and Illustrators

5 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – Dishing Up: The Fine Art 
of Creating Tasty Nonfiction and Free 
Critiquenic

7 Mon CONTEST DEADLINE OC/IE Manuscripts for Spring Retreat 
Writing Contest postmarked by Mon., 
Feb. 7

12 Sat EVENT L.A. Writer’s Toolbox

19 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – Tastier Sauce and Saucier 
Taste – Word Work for Every Charac-
ter

MAR 2011 5 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – The ABCs of Writing for 
Children and Free Critiquenic

12 Sat CONTEST DEADLINE L.A. Writer’s Day Contest manuscripts 
postmarked by – Sat., Mar. 12

12 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – Revision Over the Long 
Haul: How to Stay Organized, Fo-
cused and Energized from First to 
Final Draft

25-27 Fri-Sun EVENT OC/IE Spring Retreat

APR 2011 16 Sat EVENT L.A. Writer’s Day

16 Sat CONTEST OPENS L.A. Sue Alexander Grant

MAY 2011 7 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – LIONS and TIGERS and 
BEARS - Oh My! Breathing Life into 
Animal Characters and Free Cri-
tiquenic

21 Sat EVENT V/SB Workshop – Coming to Our Senses: 
Refreshing Our Characters & Plots 
Using Storytelling Techniques and 
Free Critiquenic

27 Sat EVENT OC/IE Agent’s Day

31 Sat CONTEST CLOSES L.A. Sue Alexander Grant

http://www.scbwisocal.org/calendar.htm
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Should an author include descriptions of a 
character’s race in a story?

As I’ve listened to conversations around www.kidlitosphere.
org, I’ve gleaned ten tips on including ethnicity in novels.

1. Get savvy about “race.”

Identity is actually about ethnicity, a word that comes from the Greek “ethnos” meaning “gentiles,” and related more 
to language than skin color or hair texture. There isn’t a generic “African” race, for example—there are groups who 
speak Kikuyu, Zulu, Ashanti, Fulani, etc.

Everyone has an ethnicity. What language(s) did your four grandparents speak? Sixteen great-grandparents? If you 
don’t know, then you don’t know. Whether that matters is up to you. But race is different than ethnicity—it’s a social 
construct.

That’s why in a third-person narrative voice it’s best to avoid race words like African-American, Asian-American, etc. 
to describe only the characters who aren’t of European descent. And North American authors conventionally don’t 
use “European-American” or “white” because to label every character’s race gets tedious. So as an omniscient narrator, 
it’s best not to use such labels. Characters and first-person narrators, however, are free to use them any way they 
choose.

2. Give your story the power.

If your story is about ethnicity, you’re going to have to describe 
your characters accordingly. If the story is not particularly about 
ethnicity, ask yourself two questions.

First, why are you describing the ethnicity of your characters? 
Don’t do it if your honest answer is “I want to show how open-
minded I am” or “I want to move the world towards a better day.”

A better answer might be “because the particular community 
where the action is set is diverse.” Or: “because my protagonist 
knows how to make kimchee from scratch.” The story and charac-
ters, and not your best political intentions, should determine whether or not you provide ethnic cues in description. 

Second, why aren’t you including a diversity of characters? Bad, but honest answer: “I never really thought about it.” If 
that’s the case, take a long, hard look at your story. Alternate your characters’ primary ethnic self-identifications. How 
does that feel? How does that change your story?

Better answer: “My story’s set in rural Minnesota, Mitali, and everybody’s ancestors came from Norway. Sorry, but 
their cheeks do turn apple-red when they’re embarrassed.”

WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

Ten Tips on Writing Race
by Mitali Perkins

(continued next page)

Don’t let anybody tell you 
that you can’t venture 

outside your own ethnic 
self-identification as 

you create characters.

Mitali Perkins

http://www.kidlitosphere.org
http://www.kidlitosphere.org
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3. Know your characters’ relationship to 
ethnicity.

Define in your mind (a) the languages spoken by your 
characters’ great-grandparents, and (b) how they each 
see and understand ethnicity. If a teen character jokes 
about race with his friends, let them go wild. Make his 
mother the ex-hippie squirm as she overhears their 
conversation.

4. Do wordplay with physical 
descriptions.

If a story doesn’t require that your characters affiliate 
with a specific ethnicity (as with some fantasy or 
science fiction books, for example), could you err on 
the side of giving readers’ imaginations enough space 
to “see” the characters any way they choose? 

What if you picture particular ethnicities while writing 
the story, but omit physical descriptions? Will the story 
suffer? Maybe. Maybe not. As the storyteller, you 
decide if, how, when, and why to reign in your descrip-
tive skills. 

Another helpful practice is to keep different readers in 
mind—some living across borders and oceans, some 
dwelling on the margins of mainstream culture, and 
some in generations to come where race and ethnicity 
will be defined differently. Will your descriptions of 
physical appearance confuse or exclude such readers? 
What’s lost by leaving out a few words or replacing 
them with others? 

5. Check non-verbals.

Make your character pale or blush or swish her long 
ponytail. If that’s what your story and character 
requires, so be it. But be aware that you’ve communi-
cated ethnicity.

6. Question cover art.

Authors, editors, artists, marketing folks, designers, 
and booksellers should be having this conversation: 
Does this cover usurp more power than necessary from 
the imagination of the reader? Is the rendition true to 
the author’s description or does it add to or even 
contradict it? Is this story best served by portraying a 
face on the cover? Why or why not?

… WRITER’S PERSPECTIVE

7. Use 
jargon and 
diction with 
care.

Language can 
be a lazy 
shortcut to 
convey race 
and class. It 
can also be a 
powerful tool. 
A storyteller 
who crafts 
dialogue with 
jargon, 
diction, and 
accented English 
must communicate 
linguistic differences in the right way at the right time 
for the right reasons.

8. Challenge apartheid.

Don’t let anybody tell you that you can’t venture 
outside your own ethnic self-identification as you 
create characters.

9. Take a purposeful risk.

Push your authorial envelope. For some of us, a risk is 
to avoid ethnic cues and clues and descriptors altogeth-
er as a purposeful technique to give room for the 
reader’s imagination. For others, risky writing means 
striving to describe the ethnicity of our characters in a 
way we never have before.

10. Unleash your creativity.

Scrupulously avoid cliché when talking about a charac-
ter’s appearance. Try to stay away from well-worn food 
metaphors, for example, when it comes to describing 
skin color. Let’s invent fresh ways of describing the 
human diversity on our planet, and set our young read-
ers free to enjoy fresh ways of seeing it.

Despite living in Boston for over a decade, Mitali Perkins still 
considers herself a California girl. She writes MG and YA 
novels and welcomes you to visit her virtual Fire Escape at 
www.mitaliblog.com.  http://mitaliperkins.com

Bamboo People by Mitali Perkins

http://www.mitaliblog.com
http://mitaliperkins.com
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ILLUSTRATOR’S PERSPECTIVE

As the creator/producer of the Nick Jr. pre-school 
show Wow! Wow! Wubbzy! and the author/illustrator of 
Hugo and the Really, Really, Really Long String (Random 
House), I have been fortunate to work in both 
children’s television and children’s publishing. Each 
medium involves writing. Each is highly visual. And 
they’re both creative and personally rewarding. 

So…what’s the dif?

When I wear my author/illustrator hat, I work alone 
in my window-shades-drawn-at-home office. It’s just 
me, a sketchbook, Cintiq, and 10.2 days worth of 

music in my iTunes library. 
Like most author/illustra-
tors, I am responsible for 
every aspect of a book from 
concept to final art. During 
the creative process, there 
isn’t a need to communicate 
my thoughts about story, 
art, or character develop-
ment to anyone other than 
my editor and art director. 
The rough thumbnail 
sketches for my books can 
be a series of scribbles and 
notes that are legible to 

only me since I am the one who 
will draw and paint the finished page. 

Working for myself at home is quite enjoyable. Being 
able to escape for days, weeks, or months at a time, 
to my own imagined and created world, is my 
childhood dream realized. Whether I’m visiting 
Planet Zog with my friend Carl the space cow, or 
exploring the Polka-dot Pudding Swamps with Earl 
the turtle, the stories swirling in my head are 
happiest when they find their way to the page and 
come alive. Being a picture book author comes with 

much appreciated creative freedom. Without 
advertisers to please, and echelons of executive 
notes to implement, making picture books is 
basically a solo adventure with no roadmap. Plus, 
there’s the added bonus of not having workplace 
drama, no one drinking the last cup of coffee 
without leaving you a fresh pot, and most impor-
tantly, getting to work in my pajamas.

Toon Vs. Tome: 
What’s the Dif? 
 
by Bob Boyle

Illustrated by Bob Boyle

Bob Boyle working at home in his pajamas

(continued next page)
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... ILLUSTRATOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Working in animation is a completely different animal. 
Animation is all about teamwork and collaboration. I 
may work with designers and storyboard artists in 
Burbank, an animation team in Vancouver or Seoul, 
executives in New York, writers from across the 
country, and maybe even a songwriting partner located 
in Denmark! It takes a team of hundreds across the 
globe to create an animated cartoon with everyone 

needing to be on the same page. To accomplish that, we 
first create a show bible and a character model pack.

A show bible is usually a 10-20 page document that 
describes the overall concept, the characters, and the 
world the story takes place in, along with sample 
storylines. A character model pack contains drawings 
of all main characters illustrating different expressions 
and poses. These documents are created before pro-
duction of the first episode even begins so that every-
one from writers, artists, and executives to the 
licensing and merchandising department get a clear 
understanding of what the show is about.

In animation, the idea is to create a “mind-meld” of 
sorts, so that the show has a consistent look and feel 

even though created by a huge team of people. It’s 
quite a contrast to the solo effort of making a picture 
book where an illustrator’s personal touch can be felt 
on every page.  

As difficult as it is to coordinate a large animation 
crew, great things can happen during such collabora-
tion. There is nothing quite as exciting as being in a 
room filled with ingenious folks all trying to crack a 
story about a donkey in a pickle factory. Or being in a 
storyboard pitch brainstorming funny gags for a 
neurotic yeti.  

The energy and inspiration had from a team of artists 
and writers can be side-splittingly hilarious and 
exhilarating. That communal effort tends to push my 
boundaries and can oftentimes propel my work to a 
new level. That group energy is something that I do 
miss when working solo on a picture book.  

Cartoons and picture books have many differences 
and similarities. Although animation is highly collab-
orative and labor intensive, while illustration is more 
a personal experience, in the end, for myself, it’s all 
about creating loveable characters and telling memo-
rable stories. As publishers look for properties that 
work on multiple platforms, animation and books 
may come closer together. With iPads and e-readers 
flooding the market, perhaps my experiences in the 
animation world will be an asset. And, personally, I 
wouldn’t care if the future involved utilizing holo-
grams or drawing on cave walls. It’s all good with me, 
as long as I can tell new stories. But I will always 
prefer to work in my pajamas.

I wouldn’t care if the future 
involved utilizing holograms or 
drawing on cave walls...as long 

as I can tell new stories.

Pages from the Show Bible for Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!

Storyboard for Wow! Wow! Wubbzy!
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AgENT’S PERSPECTIVE 

Researching Comp Books
by Jill Corcoran
Herman Agency

(continued next page)

Do you know what books are comparable to your work-in-progress?
Do you know your target audience?
Do you know if your book has already been written, and if it has, did the book sell well?
If yes, why? If not, why? Was it recent? 
Is that comp book out of print? Why did it go out of print?
Is there room in the market for your WIP?

These are questions I ask myself when I look at a 
submission, especially a submission I am considering 
representing. These are questions you should have fully 
researched before you send out queries, and even 
before you spend years writing a book.

Why? 

Because there is an opportunity cost of time and 
money for consumers, agents, editors, and publishers 
for every book we read. My choosing to rep your 
book means I will not be repping a book by a person 
who happened to write the same plot/characters/
unique twist that your book has. Perhaps that book is 
better, perhaps yours is. BUT, if that book is already 
out on bookshelves and is selling well, or not selling 
well, I/consumers/editors/publishers will not spend 
our time and money buying your book.

So how does this explain the excess of vampire books 
you come across in any bookstore? With success 

Agent Jill Corcoran

follows proliferation and eventually, glut. So in the 
beginning of the curve, you need to know which 
publishers already have a vampire book and target the 
ones who do not have their foothold in the market 
yet. Then, when everyone has their vampire, you need 
to create a new twist—something different, unique, 
compelling to draw readers to your book. Without 
looking at/reading the comps, you are walking blind.

And when does a craze end? Who knows? Now there 
are vampire middle grade books, chapter books, 
graphic novels, and picture books. But, it is the 
writing, the voice, the twist that makes room for each 
new entry into the market. 

How can you put a fresh spin on vampires or a fish out 
of water story or bedtime books or aliens landing on 
earth or the first day of school, etc.? 

This goes back to the first rule of writing—read, 
read, read, and then read some more. 

Now...pick up your pen and dream :)

Below is a short list of sites I compiled for the SCBWI 
Agent Workshop I held in Bakersfield for researching 
comp books. I am sure there are many more.

1.  Perma-Bound (Accelerated Reader)
 https://www.perma-bound.com 
 Publisher, year, reading level, interest level (age),  
 # pages, # words, reviews. 

How can you put a fresh spin 
on vampires or a fish out of 

water story or bedtime 
books...read, read, read.

https://www.perma-bound.com 
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… AgENT’S PERSPECTIVE

 For example, see the entry for my  
 client Julie Williams’ book Escaping 
 Tornado Season.   
 https://www.perma-bound.com/
 ViewDetail/91043-escaping-
 tornado-season-a-story-of-poems 

2.  Amazon Advanced Search
 www.amazon.com/Advanced-
 Search-Books/b/ref=sv_b_0?ie=
 UTF8&node=241582011

3.  Indiebound
 www.indiebound.org

4.  B&N Online
 www.barnesandnoble.com/
 bn-junior/kids.asp
 
5.  Publishers Marketplace
 publishersmarketplace.com
 $20/month. Also shows 
 which editor bought the 
 book and which agent sold it.

6.  Early Word
 www.earlyword.com
 Website with a catalog from 
 every publisher. Scroll down 
 and find the catalogs listed on 
 the right side. Lots of other 
 great info here, too.

Here’s to all of your publishing 
dreams coming true in 2011!

When I receive a query and the first 10 pages of 
your manuscript, as per my submission guidelines, I skim to see if 
your book is middle grade, young adult, a chapter book, or graphic 
novel and to discover the genre. Next, I look to see who you are 
and what you have published in the past. Then, it is off to the 
manuscript.

If I love the 10 pages, it is back to the query to read every word 
plus a quick jaunt over to your blog or website, if you chose to 
include this information. I may even Google you, if you didn’t.

I like:
1. Young Adult realistic romance with authentic dialog that 

makes me yearn to be the main character.
2. Paranormal MG or YA that keeps me at the edge of my seat 

and has a fantastic payoff at the end.
3. MG that captures the reality of Middle School with an 

intriguing plot plus authentic emotion. 7th and 8th grade 
=hormonal roller coaster where kids strive to be independent 
yet are still such babes in the woods.

4. Laugh-out-loud, fast paced chapter books, MG, and YA.
5. Books that organically combine illustration with prose—

MG and YA.
6. Characters who reflect the popular kids, not just the loners, 

geeks, etc. 

I accept email queries only. NO snail mail. 

If you think your manuscript might be a good fit, please email your 
query plus the first 10 pages of your manuscript pasted into the 
body of your email to jill@hermanagencyinc.com.

Jill Corcoran is an agent with the Herman Agency. She has an English 
degree from Stanford University and an MBA in finance and marketing 
from The University of Chicago. Jill has marketed everything from sneakers 
to cereal at Leo Burnett Advertising, LA Gear, Mattel, and at her own 
consulting company, LAUNCH! New Product Marketing. Jill is also a 
children’s book author and poet. You can learn more about her on her blog: 
www.jillcorcoran.blogspot.com

Her clients include: Ralph Fletcher, Anastasia Suen, Sherry Shahan, 
Marileta Robinson, Robin Mellom, Charles Mattocks AKA The Poor Chef, 
Martha Brockenbrough, Kelly Milner Halls, Jen Nails, Jenny Whitehead, 
Judy Clemens, Janet Gurtler, Erin Fry, Martha Alderson AKA The Plot 
Whisperer, Janet Costa Bates, Kim T. Griswell, Shelley Corielle, Linda Joy 
Singleton, Elaine Marie Alphin.

https://www.perma-bound.com/ViewDetail/91043-escaping-tornado-season-a-story-of-poems
https://www.perma-bound.com/ViewDetail/91043-escaping-tornado-season-a-story-of-poems
https://www.perma-bound.com/ViewDetail/91043-escaping-tornado-season-a-story-of-poems
http://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Search-Books/b/ref=sv_b_0?ie=UTF8&node=241582011
http://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Search-Books/b/ref=sv_b_0?ie=UTF8&node=241582011
http://www.amazon.com/Advanced-Search-Books/b/ref=sv_b_0?ie=UTF8&node=241582011
http://www.indiebound.org
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/bn-junior/kids.asp
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/bn-junior/kids.asp
http://publishersmarketplace.com
http://www.earlyword.com
http://www.jillcorcoran.blogspot.com
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EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

Kate Harrison spent the first eight years of her editing 
career at Harcourt Children’s Books. A graduate of 
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, she has 
been a Senior Editor at Dial Books for Young Readers 
since January 2008.

While she limits herself to just one or two confer-
ences each year --”So that I can still enjoy them!” -- 
Kate is always happy to find new talent, especially if 
vegetarian entrees are included in the deal. She was 
kind enough share some of her time for this interview.

Q.  I read somewhere that you’re 
the editor of blogging superstar 
Nathan Bransford’s debut novel, 
Jacob Wonderbar and the Cosmic 
Space Kapow. (I’m looking forward to 
reading this one!) Have you ever 
had a first-time author with 
such a huge platform? 

Nathan has a fantastic web presence. 
I can’t tell you how many people have asked 

me about Jacob Wonderbar at various conferences—and 
we don’t even have a galley yet! (Though it’s coming 
soon….) 

I have definitely not ever worked with a first-time 
author with such a big platform—a lot of new authors 
have blogs and websites, but it’s rare for someone to 
have such a huge following going in. He’s a brilliant 
blogger, and I know he’s planning to host lots of 
games and giveaways as we near publication next May, 
so our marketing and publicity department will really 
work hand-in-hand with him to promote the book. 

And I’m so glad you’re excited to read it—Jacob 
Wonderbar is absolutely hilarious and full of heart, so 
you won’t be disappointed!
 
Q.  How important is it for authors to have a 
web presence?

I think it really helps, especially for middle grade and 
young adult writers. It’s so fun for readers to be able 

Q & A with Kate Harrison
by Sherrie Petersen

to go to an author’s site and get to know them better, to 
see where their favorite books came from and maybe get 
some bonus content. John Green and Heather Brewer are 
two great examples of authors who have built a huge 
following through their web presence and have very loyal 
readers as a result.
  
Q.  How many original titles does Dial publish 
each year? And how many of those are from first 
time authors?

It really varies year by year. In 2009, we published about 
50 titles, and I think 3 of them were by completely new 
authors. That doesn’t sound like many, but in fact, a lot of 
the titles are second or third books from authors whom 
Dial debuted. 

It’s gone up quite a bit in 2010. We published 49 titles, 
and 8 of those were from new authors. I love introducing 
authors and illustrators to the world—it’s always very 
exciting to publish someone’s first book.

Q.  How many books are you working on at any 
given time?

Oh wow, it hurts my head to think about this! I’m usually 
working on at least 3 different seasons of books at a time. 
(And I have been known to write the wrong year when I 
write the date because I’m usually working on projects at 

(continued next page)

Editor Kate Harrison
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least a year in advance....) I would guess I’m working 
on around 10 different projects at a time, in various 
stages of production. 

Q.  You’ve talked about your “stack of shame,” 
otherwise known as the dreaded slush pile. 
Have you ever discovered a fabulous book 
from an unknown author in your pile?

Oh, the “stack of shame” indeed—did I admit that on 
record? I wish I could say I’ve published a bestseller I 
found in slush, but alas... I’ve worked with people to 
revise promising things I’ve found in slush, but I 
haven’t found that fabulous slush gem to publish yet. 
There’s always hope.

Q.  What are some of the biggest mistakes you 
see from new writers when you go through the 
slush?

I’d say one the biggest mistakes is trying too hard to 
copy a trend, rather than writing something in their 
own unique voice. I’d much rather read something the 
author clearly knows and is passionate about, some-
thing that only they could have written, rather than an 
(often bad!) imitation of what they think is popular. 
That’s not to say writers shouldn’t study and pay 
attention to what’s doing well—they should just use 
that research to come up with something that has a 
unique twist. Another common mistake is deciding on 
a “lesson” they want to teach kids and then forming a 
story around it, rather than making the story come 
first. Kids don’t want to read books that feel preachy!

Q.  Can you explain the acquisitions process? 
Once you find a book that you love and are 

ready to get behind, how many people does it 
have to go through before you make an offer?

Dial actually has a fairly unusual/informal acquisitions 
process. We do have a monthly manuscript meeting 
with just the editors (not the publisher) in which we’ll 
give one another feedback on projects before we show 
them to the publisher. Once I gather any other editorial 
feedback, I write out the reasons I think we should 
acquire it and then take it to the publisher. And some-
times I’ll show things around to the sales and market-
ing department for extra feedback, too, but we don’t 
have a formal acquisitions meeting with them.

Q.  People keep saying the publishing industry 
has to change in order to remain viable. What 
changes do you see happening in the industry 
right now?

I think publishers are being a bit more thoughtful and 
cautious in deciding what to publish. We’re still taking 
risks, but it’s all about balancing the list with risks and 
sure things. We’re also trying to reach readers in new 
ways through the Internet and by experimenting with 
different formats. 

Q.  I’ve heard that eBooks are gaining in 
popularity with adult readers, but is it true for 
children’s books as well?

I think it’s certainly growing, though not at the same 
rate. There haven’t been a lot of devices up until the 
iPad that work well for picture books or illustrated 
novels, but obviously the technology is developing 
quickly, and publishers are working hard to develop 
apps that will work well with that new technology.
 
Q.  I downloaded Dragonbreath by Ursula 
Vernon on my iPod Touch. That 
seems like the perfect book to 
take advantage of this kind of 
technology since it’s part comic 
book, part novel. Do you have 
other titles available as eBooks?

Oh, I love those books—I hope you 
enjoy! Yes, we are definitely expanding into that 
market and have a good number of novels that are 
available as eBooks. Starting next year, we’ll also be 
rolling out more apps for our bigger picture book 

... EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

I can always tell when authors 
have read a lot of contemporary 

YA, middle grade, or picture 
books. It’s important to study 
what’s out there and working.

(continued next page)
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... EDITOR’S PERSPECTIVE

brands, too—things that will be interactive. So we 
should have some really fun things coming!
 
Q.  Are there any other new formats that Dial 
is experimenting with for young readers?

We as editors are still just signing up the books we 
love, and then there are other departments that handle 
creating things like apps from those books. So those 
wouldn’t come directly from Dial, but they are 
certainly in the works at Penguin. In addition to apps, 
we have started thinking more about possible “eSpe-
cials”—things like bonus chapters or story offshoots 
from popular books. It’s a great way to get extra 
material into the hands of an author’s fans, even if 
there’s not enough content to merit a whole separate 
book. And marketing has been creating lots of “webi-
sodes,” kind of like animated book teasers. There’s 
actually a great one for the new Dragonbreath book: 
http://us.penguingroup.com/static/packages/us/
yreaders/books4boys/multimedia.php

Q.  What are some of the upcoming titles that 
you’re excited about?

Oh, where to begin! As I mentioned above, I’m really 
excited about Nathan Bransford’s new Jacob Wonderbar 
series. And I have a really fantastic middle grade debut 
coming out in December, called The Rise and Fall of 
Mount Majestic. The writing has a very Kate DiCamillo 
feel to it, and it’s gorgeously illustrated by Brett 
Helquist. And, of course, there’s the latest Dragon-
breath, called Curse Of  The Were-Wiener, which I think is 

my favorite book title of all time. Is there anything 
better than the word “were-wiener”?

Q.  Any last words of advice? 

READ!! And don’t just read the classics or the books 
you loved as a kid. Really, I can always tell when 
authors have read a lot of contemporary YA, middle 
grade, or picture books. It’s important to study what’s 
out there and working. 
 
Thanks for your time, Kate!

My pleasure!

Freelance writer Sherrie Petersen also moonlights as a graphic 
designer, substitute teacher, school newspaper advisor, and 
mother of two children. She spends her free time lying making 
up stories for middle grade readers and blogging at solvang-
sherrie.blogspot.com

As these covers 
illustrate, Kate’s 

list incudes 
everything from 
picture books to 

young adult 
titles.
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POET’S PERSPECTIVE 

Let Poetry Be Your guide
 by Christine Heppermann

The summer before my senior year of high school, I 
toured France for a month with a student group. I had 
straight “A”s in French, so I figured I knew the language 
pretty well, at least well enough to order a baguette 
and brie in a café or ask directions to la discotheque.

But with a Parisian waitress standing over me, 
tapping her pen on her pad, I could barely stammer 
“croissant.” Words with which I had been chummy 
in the classroom had, in this new environment, 
turned hostile. Even recognizable pastries became 
unpronounceable and strange.

Something similar happens when I start to write a 
novel. Characters who seem approachable at the outset 
quickly close up. I want to take them places, but, like 
street signs in a foreign language, they refuse to tell me 
where we need to go. 

A little over a year ago, while a student in Hamline 
University’s MFA program in writing for children 
and young adults, I came up with an idea for a novel 
based on a Grimm’s fairy tale I remembered from 
childhood. It seemed so easy: plop Jorinda and Jacob, 
my main characters, in the woods, and we’re off to 
the witch’s castle. Yet after only a few pages, I felt the 
familiar unease. Instead of embarking on a journey 
with friends, I was a tour guide herding recalcitrant 
tourists. How could I simply force my characters along 
the thorny path when I didn’t even know them? How 
could I have them speak to each other and sound like 
real people, not puppets?

In trying to work through these questions, I started 
writing poems—poems from their perspectives, 
poems from the witch’s perspective. Jorinda’s 
grandfather chimed in. Seven thousand maidens 
whom the witch had captured and transformed into 
birds started, collectively, to tell me their tale. And, 
though it’s hard to say exactly why, poetry freed me. 
Or perhaps I should say it freed my characters. Their 
relief was almost palpable, as in “Finally this woman is 
listening to us! She’s not just marching us around!” 

Of course, 
many 
authors are 
comfortable 
performing 
character 
discovery 
within the 
confines of a 
novel draft. 
For me, for 
the way my brain 
works, a poem is a much more manageable space for 
this kind of information gathering. Typically shorter 
than a chapter or a scene in a novel, a poem is also 
more concentrated. I can zero in on an emotion—e.g. 
Jorinda is scared of Grandfather. Why?—and evoke it, 
or at least try to, in a single image, a brief crystalline 
moment. I stop running frantically, slow down, and 
start paying attention. Somehow, the brambles clear 
away, and I can see, off in the distance, the hazy outlines 
of developed characters. 

The risk in this method is that you may find yourself, to 
return to my foreign language/country analogy, going 
native: you may find yourself writing a verse novel. 
My advisor at Hamline was so much more impressed 
with the Jorinda and Jacob poems than with my labored 
prose that I decided to continue with the former and 
see if I could link them into a coherent narrative, an 
outcome, that, as of this writing, remains uncertain. 
Still, at least now I know that my characters and I won’t 
go hungry. Now we understand each other. We can 
order off the same menu. We can linger over lunch, 
laughing and telling stories in an atmosphere of easy 
companionship, which will, I hope, sustain us once we 
set off again into the dark forest.

A longtime reviewer for The Horn Book Magazine, 
Christine Heppermann has an MFA in writing for children 
and young adults from Hamline University. Her first book, 
tentatively titled City Chickens, will be published by 
Houghton Mifflin in 2012.

Poet Christine Heppermann
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A Penchant for Poetry

Witch
Disenchantment

Love charms never were my thing.
Such spells call for ingredients
missing from my cupboard.
Instead of eye of newt,
plump lips.
Instead of tongue of toad,
smooth skin.
Instead of finely ground unicorn horn
from a green glass decanter,
big tits.

Boys gazed blankly in my direction
as if I were an unmagical mirror.
The only no-fail aphrodisiac?
Boredom mixed with lack of options.

More than once a traveler succumbed
to this potion at my parents’ table.
A greasy hand would slide
across my skirt as I stood by the stove,
staring into the soup, afraid to look up
and confront my own pitiful 
power.

Jorinda
The Hunt

Jacob could stalk for hours
until the perfect one emerged
and his net floated down to claim
its prize without tearing
ghost-thin wings. But today
the nets hang empty.
My skin prickles with the urge
to dance and spin. 

I squirm behind Jacob
and when he turns to shout
one more moth escapes
Grandfather’s drawer.

 If my body had behaved,
Jacob might not have stomped
off in the wrong direction, 
and we might be home, 
pinned against Grandfather’s rage, 
but not in these darkening woods,
utterly lost.

Featuring the poems of Christine Heppermann

Maidens
Dawn Chorus

I was a baker’s daughter
who watched the breath of God
inflate every rising loaf. 

 I was a scullery maid,
 never my face in a mirror,
 only in the polished pots and pans.

I was the prize intended for the winner.
Dueling swords clanged behind me
as I fled my father’s kingdom.

I was an orphan, 
locked away in the nunnery.
I knew no men except in dreams.

I was a goose girl;
and I a weaver;

and I an apprentice healer, 
 tending a garden full of cures.

 My name was Lucy.
My name was Anne.

My name was Lass or You or Filthy Wretch,
depending on My Lady’s temper.

I was picking violets.
I stole off to meet my lover.

I was searching for my favorite lamb 
or a pile of bloody bones and fleece.

 I didn’t hear the witch’s wings,
I didn’t hear her paws pounce.
 I didn’t hear her footsteps 
 until her basket swallowed me
 and she cooed, “Don’t fret, my dear.”

But now our voices,
our seven thousand voices,

our seven thousand pleading voices,
call to her 
every morning in a 
single
inescapable
song.

Carol Heyer is a full time writer illustrator specializing in fantasy art and picture 
books.  Heyer has twenty six children’s books published and over two-million copies of 
her books have been sold.  http://www.carolheyer.com

http://www.carolheyer.com
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by Vicki Arkoff     

Books

BLUE BIKE BOOKS: 11919 125 St. NW, 
Edmonton, AB T5L 0S3, Canada. www.bluebikebooks.
com Small Canadian publisher specializing in books 
of trivia and weird science for ages 10 through adult. 
While the trivia books have either an American or 
Canadian affiliation (examples: Weird, Wacky and Wild 
Colorado Trivia, Bugs vs. Humans) the weird science is 
more general and tends to be geared to ages 10-14. 
Also looking for books on food, holiday and cultural 
trivia, and strange phenomena. Submissions should 
be e-mailed as MS Words files or PDF attachments. 
Send a writer’s resume including your interests and 
any offbeat hobbies; a manuscript overview; annotated 
outline; 2-3 sample chapters 50 pages or less, 
double-spaced. For authors wishing to be considered 
for projects generated in-house, send resume with 
interests and three writing samples, preferably 
humorous written in a casual, easily accessible style. 
E-mail submissions to Nicholle Carriere, Publisher: 
info@bluebikebooks.com  (CBI: 10/10)

BRUBAKER, FORD & FRIENDS:  The Granary, 
North Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1DN, UK. www.
brubakerford.com  Templar UK has announced this 
new imprint launching in spring 2011. The acquisition 
marks the next stage in the life of Brubaker & Ford, 
a book packager and consulting firm founded in 
2007 by David Ford, former publisher of Little, 
Brown Books for Young Readers, and magazine 
marketing executive Brett Brubaker. As part of the 
arrangement with Templar, Brubaker and Ford will 
work with a team of editors and designers in both 
New York and London. “David and Brett have a wealth 
of publishing experience between them and, with 
their contribution, we can increase our network of 
established best selling authors and illustrators and 
fresh new talent,” said Templar managing director 
Amanda Wood. Eight titles, set to start arriving in 
April, are planned for the imprint’s debut list. They 
consist of two picture books by Nanette Newman, 

What Will You Be, Grandma?, illustrated by Emma 
Chichester-Clark, and That Dog!, illustrated by Flora 
Daneman; four books from Edward Gibbs; and two 
books from Robie H. Harris, Look!, illustrated by 
Patrick Benson, and Turtle and Me, illustrated by Tor 
Freeman. Templar is most famous for its publication 
of the hit Ology series which began with Dragonology 
and has sold more than 15 million copies. Unsolicited 
manuscripts can be submitted to submissions@
templarco.co.uk (PW: 10/10)

PEACHTREE PUBLISHERS: 1700 Chattahoochee 
Avenue, Atlanta, GA 30318. http://peachtree-
online.com  Publisher of children’s books of all ages 
– preschool, elementary, middle grade, young adult 
– is open to unsolicited manuscripts.  Submissions 
can include complete text for board books and 
picture books or sample chapters and summary for 
novels. Peachtree Jr. is for ages 8-12, Freestone is 
for ages 12+. Peachtree publishes 25 titles annually. 
Editorial staff includes Margaret Quinlin, President 
and Publisher, and Kathy Landwehr, VP and Associate 
Publisher. See website to study backlist to make 
sure your proposal fits the Peachtree catalog before 
submitting. (P: 10/10)

TOON BOOKS: 99 Dover Street, Somerville, MA 
02144. www.candlewick.com Candlewick Press will 
launch a Toon Books imprint, a partnership with the 
already existing Toon Books, a press founded by New 
Yorker art editor – and Toon Books publisher and 
editorial director – Françoise Mouly in spring 2008 
with the mission of getting kids to read using comics. 
The inaugural Toon Books list at Candlewick features 
11 hard covers, all of them Toon backlist titles, 
including 2010 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award winner 
Benny and Penny in the Big No-No! by Geoffrey Hayes; 
two Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor Books: Little Mouse 
Gets Ready by Jeff Smith and Stinky by Eleanor Davis; 
and eight other titles. Going forward, Candlewick’s 
Toon imprint will publish four to five new titles each 
year including leveled books for emerging readers – 
vetted by educators – and books featuring original 

To Market, To Market
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stories and characters created by veteran children’s 
book authors, renowned cartoonists, and new authors. 
Candlewick senior VP of sales John Mendelson 
says, “Toon’s mission to get kids reading through 
the accessible vernacular of comics paired with 
Candlewick’s deep sales and marketing relationships 
within the children’s books community will bring 
a renewed focus to the imprint in both the retail 
and school and library channels.” Mouly is also the 
publisher and editorial director of RAW Junior, the 
children’s book branch of RAW Books & Graphics. 
(PW: 9/10)

Magazines

BOYS’ QUEST: Magazine published six times a year 
for boys ages 6-13, with readers 8-10 the target age 
group. Looking for material fitting each issue’s theme, 
and dealing with timeless topics such as pets, nature, 
hobbies, science, sports, games, and careers. Fiction 
(about 500 words) should feature lively writing from 
a 10-year-old boy’s viewpoint, with the boy or boys 
directly involved in a wholesome and unusual activity. 
Nonfiction (200-500 words) that is accompanied 
by clear photos with high resolution is more likely 
to be accepted. Also looking for puzzles, poems, 
cooking, carpentry projects, jokes, and riddles. Pays a 
minimum of 5 cents a word with additional payment 
for accompanying art. Pays $10 and up per poem 
or puzzle, with variable rates offered for games, 
carpentry projects, etc. Buys first American and serial 
rights. Pays upon publication. View samples and list 
of current themes at www.funforkidsmagazines.com. 
Submit entire manuscript to: submission@funforkidz.
com. Include the month your submission is intended 
for in both the email subject line and body of email. 
(CBI: 10/10)  

SMORIES: Smories.com is a new storytelling website 
providing hundreds of downloadable videos of kids 
reading original books for ages 3-8. Submissions 
should be unpublished fiction to 700 words. Poetry 
and rhyming stories are also accepted. Videos will 
not have accompanying artwork so all submissions 
must work without pictures. Each month Smories 
awards $1,000 in prize money to the top five most-
downloaded stories. Authors retain all rights and 
can remove their story from the website with 48 

hour notice. For more info, view the website video 
walkthrough at www.cbiclubhouse.com. (CBI: 10/10)

Agents

DYSTEL & GODERICH: Former book editor John 
Rudolph has recently joined to become an agent 
specializing in children’s books. He was formerly 
an acquiring editor at Simon & Schuster Books for 
Young Readers and G. P. Putnam’s Sons. He is open 
to submissions in the young adult, middle-grade, 
nonfiction categories, and picture books from author/
illustrators only. See agency website for submission 
details, then contact Rudolph at: jrudolph@dystel.
com  (A: 10/10)

ICM: Queries for representation are welcomed by 
agent Michelle Humphrey who recently joined 
ICM Talent. She feels that the young adult field is 
particularly hot at the moment, so is currently looking 
for middle grade and YA (historical, contemporary, 
literary, paranormal) and women’s fiction. Send a 
query and first chapter to: mhumphrey@icmtalent.
com. (A: 9/10)

INKWELL MANAGEMENT: Catherine Drayton 
represents books for children and young adults, 
both fiction and nonfiction (no picture books). 
Query with synopsis for fiction or brief overview 
for nonfiction. Mail with SASE: 521 Fifth Ave., 26th 
Floor, NY, NY 10175. Or e-mail to submissions@
inkwellmanagement.com with Catherine Drayton’s 
name in the subject line. (CBI: 10/10)

JANKLOW & NESBIT:  The New York Times just lost 
its children’s books editor to the agenting world. 
Julie Just has joined Janklow & Nesbit as an agent. 
Just’s addition to the agency brings a new focus on 
children’s and young adult books. Just was deputy 
editor of the New York Times Book Review before taking 
the job as children’s books editor at the paper in 2005.         
(PW: 10/10)
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LEVINE GREENBERG LITERARY AGENCY: 
Kerry Sparks is looking for great YA and middle 
grade fiction, both commercial and literary, with a 
fresh voice and compelling story. She’ll also consider 
very unique picture books. Not seeking paranormal 
themes. In nonfiction Kerry is most drawn to 
health and lifestyle books with a prescriptive focus 
for young adults or adults. Submit full proposal 
including summary, author bio, competition analysis, 
and sample chapters. For submission details: www.
levinegreenberg.com/how-to-submit/. Responds in 
about three weeks. (CBI: 10/10)

PIPPIN PROPERTIES:  Joan Slattery has joined 
Pippin Properties as literary agent and contracts 
manager. She has spent nearly 20 years at Random 
House, most recently as senior executive editor at 
Knopf Books for Young Readers. Among the authors 
Slattery has worked with are Jerry Spinelli, Philip 
Pullman, Cynthia Voigt, Adele Griffin, and Jane Smiley. 
(PW: 9/10)

STRINGER LITERARY AGENCY: Agency founder 
Marlene Stringer, is open to queries from writers 
seeking manuscript representation. She is looking 
for “great voices and great stories…not something 
‘just like fill-in-the-blank.’ I like writers who bring 
something new to the table. I enjoy genre-blending.” 
TIP: Stringer says queries stand out for good and 
bad reasons. One good way “is when it’s written 
professionally, meaning if it gives the information 
an agent needs to discern if a project is something 
that might work for them.” Too often bad queries 
pitch genre books the agent doesn’t represent, 
is unprofessional and often isn’t even proofread, 
addresses the wrong editor, or “queryblasts” multiple 
editors at once. “Those are treated like spam.” Check 
the agency’s genre roster at www.stringerlit.com     
(A: 9/10)

Contests

SYDNEY TAYLOR BOOK AWARD: An honor 
for three outstanding books for children and teens 
that have literary merit and authentically portray the 
Jewish experience. Books must be published in English 
and be copyrighted in 2010. Awards a certificate, cash 

award, and gold or silver seals for the cover of winning 
and honorable mention books in three categories: 
younger readers, older readers, and teens. Awards are 
announced in January 2011. Submission deadline is 
December 1, 2010. Review copies of books must be 
sent to each member of the Awards Committee. For 
more information, go to www.jewishlibraries.org.  
(CBW: 10/10)  

SYDNEY TAYLOR MANUSCRIPT 
COMPETITION: Open to any unpublished writer 
of fiction. Manuscripts should be fiction for readers 
ages 8-11, 64-200 pages long, with universal appeal 
that serves to deepen the understanding of Judaism 
for all children, revealing positive aspects of Jewish 
life. One prize of $1,000 will be awarded. The winner 
will be announced April 2011, with a presentation at 
the Association of Jewish Libraries convention in June 
2011. Submission deadline is December 15, 2010. 
Download rules, application, and release form: www.
jewishlibraries.org.  (CBI: 10/10)

Changes

AMERICAN GIRL PUBLISHING:  AG is going in 
a new direction by launching a contemporary middle-
grade book line, Innerstar University – similar to the 
Choose Your Own Adventure series. The books will be 
written from a second-person point-of-view, with the 
reader assuming the role of protagonist and making 
selections from among multiple story lines, to arrive 
at one of more than 20 possible endings. Additional 
story endings will be available online via an access 
code included with the print book to provide an 
interactive component. (PW: 9/10)

CHARLESBRIDGE: Charlesbridge Publishing has 
acquired Imagine Publishing, a publisher founded 
in 2009 by Charles and Jeremy Nurnberg to 
create children and adult titles. Charles Nurnberg, 

(continued next page) 
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the former CEO of Sterling, is staying on as VP and 
publisher of the Imagine imprint, while Jeremy has 
become VP of sales for Charlesbridge. (PW: 7/10)

DISNEY BOOK GROUP: Suzanne Murphy 
has been named VP and publisher of books at Disney 
Publishing Worldwide. Murphy arrives from Scholastic 
where she was VP and group publisher of Scholastic 
Trade. At DPW she oversees all content strategies 
for books, and handles the group’s imprints: Disney-
Hyperion, Disney-Jump at the Sun, Disney Editions, 
and Disney Press. Murphy also handles content for 
the company’s extensive licensing program, and 
digital content strategies. Murphy replaces Jonathan 
Yaged, who left DPW in late February. Also, Kevin 
Lewis has joined Disney-Hyperion Books as executive 
editor, where he acquires and edits picture books, 
as well as middle-grade and young adult novels. He 
reports to Stephanie Owens Lurie, editorial director 
at Disney-Hyperion. Until May 2009, Lewis was 
editorial director at Simon & Schuster Books for Young 
Readers. (PW: 6/10, 9/10) 

HARPER UK CHILDREN’S: Helen Mackenzie 
Smith has been hired as publishing director for 
picture books and color. She has worked for Random 
UK Children’s for over 14 years. (PL: 10/10)

HOUGHTON MIFFLIN BOOKS FOR 
CHILDREN: Margaret Raymo has stepped down 
as editorial director to assume the new position of 
senior executive editor, a purely editorial capacity. 
“I’m very happy to be able to put all my energy back 
into creating books,” said Raymo. Mary Wilcox 
has been promoted to VP and editorial director 
of Houghton Mifflin Books for Children; she will 
continue in her capacity as editorial director of HMH 
Books. Wilcox joined the company in 2005, from 
HarperFestival. (PW: 9/10)

OPEN ROAD INTERGRATED MEDIA: Children’s 
publishing industry veteran Barbara Marcus has 
joined Open Road Integrated Media as an adviser 
to help the company enter the children’s market. 
She will also help further Open Road’s international 
business development and consult on general strategic 
issues. Marcus was head of Scholastic Children’s Book 
Publishing and Distribution group, and since leaving 
the company served as a consultant and adviser to 
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several companies in the children’s market. 
(PW: 10/10) 

LEMNISCAAT: After a decade and a half as an 
imprint of Front Street and then Boyds Mills Press, 
Lemniscaat will move to a straight distribution model 
with Ingram Publishers Services on January 1. As a 
result, Lemniscaat will have greater control of what it 
publishes in the U.S. Although the Rotterdam-based 
press is skipping its fall list during the transition, the 
number of books it publishes will increase, from six 
to eight titles a year to 10–12. The list has historically 
been two-thirds picture books but that may change 
with the publication of Lemniscaat’s first adult book 
in early 2011, Jesse Gussen’s Plastic Soup, about how 
the Pacific Ocean is being turned into an ocean of 
trash. Former Front Street and Boyds Mills publisher 
Stephen Roxburgh, who has edited Lemniscaat’s 
U.S. imprint from the beginning, will continue to do 
so even though he now heads his own press, namelos. 
(PW: 10/10)

MACMILLAN CHILDREN’S PUBLISHING: 
Dan Farley, president and publisher of Macmillan 
Children’s Publishing Group, said he will step down 
from those posts sometime in the coming few months. 
(PW: 9/10)

NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS: NYJB has 
launched an online-only site of original book reviews 
from a pool of over 100 experienced reviewers. It’s 
founded by Ted Sturtz, on “an extended break from 
a long career in finance,” with author and publishing 
veteran (and owner of Editorial Services of LA) 
Lisa Rojany Buccieri serving as publisher. With a 
slogan of “reviews in real time,” they say they will post 
reviews of new books at midnight on release date. The 
site already features over 1,000 reviews, and Buccieri 
says they will post at least five to ten new reviews a 
day (dependent in part on each day’s release volume). 
(PL: 10/10)

Abbreviations — CBI: Children’s Book Insider. CW: Children’s 
Writer. DF: Daily Finance. P: Publisher. PL: Publishers Lunch. 
PW: Publishers Weekly. 

(continued next page)

file:///Users/SherrieP/Documents/Writing/Kite%20Tales/KTWI11Docs/www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-book-news/article/42108-yaged-to-leave-disney.html
file:///Users/SherrieP/Documents/Writing/Kite%20Tales/KTWI11Docs/www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/childrens/childrens-book-news/article/42108-yaged-to-leave-disney.html
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…TO MARKET, TO MARKET

PARACHUTE PUBLISHING: Susan Knopf has 
left Parachute Publishing after 16 years, where, as 
SVP marketing and new business, she created the 
John Deere for Kids publishing/merchandise program 
among other things. In her new business, she will 
be working with authors, publishers and brands as 
an editor, packager, marketer, and consultant on 
adult nonfiction and children’s books and series, 
merchandise and media. Knopf can be reached at 
susanknopf04@yahoo.com. (PW: 10/10)

PUTNAM: Arianne Lewin has joined Putnam 
Books for Young Readers as executive editor. Most 
recently, she was senior editor at Hyperion, where 
she edited Cinda Williams Chima, Whoopi Goldberg, 
Julie Anne Peters, Laura Numeroff, and Amy 
Krouse Rosenthal, among others. She replaces John 
Rudolph who is now a literary agent at Dystel & 
Goderich. (PW: 9/10)

Got a New Book Coming Out?

Tell your publisher’s publicity person which 
state awards it’s eligible for. Go to the Central 
Los Angeles Public Library downtown, to the 

Children’s Literature department. Ask the 
librarian to help you pull up “Awards & Prizes 

from the Children’s Book Council.”  The Library 
will maintain the subscription only if it’s used. 

It’s the only resource of its kind! To look up each 
State award individually, you would have to know 

the name of the award or sponsoring agency. 

Toot Your Horn in KiTe TaleS!

For the benefit of booksellers and librarians,
KITE TALES, TWICE per year, lists new books

written or illustrated by members.  

Send us: Title by author, illustrator
Ages ? and up

Genre and publisher
Author or book website

Is author SCBWI member? 
Is illustrator SCBWI member?

Sorry, no self-published,  print-on-demand 
or subsidy/vanity press books.

E-mail to: bonnieferron@earthlink.net 
or mail to:

KITE TALES c/o SCBWI,  
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 92308 

Deadline: Jan. 15, 2011

RUCKUS MEDIA: Rick Richter, former president 
and publisher of Simon & Schuster Children’s 
Publishing, is returning as the head of a new media 
company, Ruckus Media, a global family entertainment 
company that will specialize in creating high-definition 
animation apps for children aimed at the mobile 
computing market. Ruckus Media has more than 80 
original and licensed animated titles under contract, 
with plans to price titles at $3.99, and the company 
has been releasing an app each week since September 
28. (PW: 9/10)

Abbreviations — CBI: Children’s Book Insider. CW: Children’s 
Writer. DF: Daily Finance. P: Publisher. PL: Publishers Lunch. 
PW: Publishers Weekly. 

We do our best to provide current market information, but 
we do not guarantee its accuracy. Please verify needs, names, 
addresses, etc. before submitting and follow the publisher’s 
guidelines. Never send original art. It has long been 
traditional to include a SASE, however please note that many 
major publishers have changed their policy:  most no longer 
return manuscripts or contact authors/illustrators unless 
interested in their submissions. 

Vicki Arkoff is an editor/contributor for MAD Magazine, 
Susie, Girls Life, Midwest Book Review, and others. 
She’s also an authorized biographer for many pop culture 
icons from Frank Sinatra to the stars of “American Idol” and 
the Disney Channel. 

mailto:susanknopf04@yahoo.com
mailto:bonnieferron%40earthlink.net?subject=
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Cartoon by Debbie Ohi Ridpath www.inkygirl.com

Announcing the opening of McMakin Literary Agency 
founded by Jordan McMakin and based in Washington State. 

After earning her B.A. in English from Western 
Washington University, Jordan helped manage The 
Next Chapter, an independent bookstore in La Conner, 
WA. She has done contract writing for McGraw -Hill, 
and her fiction and poetry have won several awards and 
scholarships. Prior to opening McMakin Literary 
Agency, Jordan interned at Puffin Books and Viking 
Children’s Books, and was an editorial assistant at 
Disney Hyperion Books in New York City.

The journey to becoming a literary agent
My decision to become a literary agent came after I 
left New York to return to the west coast. I wanted 
to be closer to family and friends while continuing to 
work in an industry I love. Agenting seemed a natural 
step considering my work experience and passion for 
children’s literature.

What makes the agency unique
The agency is small, so the few clients I take on 
will have my full attention and be well-cared for. 

New Agent Introduction: Jordan McMakin 
 McMakin Literary Agency, specializing in YA and Middle Grade Fiction

I’m hands on and might offer 
editorial suggestions or discuss 
revision before sending a project 
out. It’s also important to me that an author’s vision 
for his or her books be preserved. Ultimately, I look to 
form close, long-term relationships with my authors. 
We are a team, and my goal is to ensure that my 
writers have successful, lasting careers.

Types of books sought
I’m seeking fresh, compelling storytelling in the 
following genres: fantasy, dystopian, action/adventure, 
humor, mystery, paranormal, contemporary, romance, 
sci-fi, historical, fairy tale, and YA/adult crossover.

To submit, please send a query letter, synopsis, and first 
three chapters in the body of an email to mcmakinlit@
live.com. For more information about Jordan and her 
agency, please visit the McMakin Literary Agency at 
www.mcmakinliterary.blogspot.com.
 
Disclaimer: Inclusion of agent information in Kite Tales does 
not imply endorsement by SCBWI. Members are reminded to 
attain additional information from and about this agent.  

http://www.inkygirl.com
mailto:mcmakinlit@live.com
mailto:mcmakinlit@live.com
http://www.mcmakinliterary.blogspot.com
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ILLUSTRATOR’S gALLERY

Diane Browning grew up in a family of artists, dreaming of 
a career as an artist and writer. Her mother, though self-taught, 
became a very successful fashion illustrator. Diane learned 
from watching her mother work, both about art and about 
the qualities her mother possessed—courage, perseverance, 
discipline, and dedication to her work. The family moved 
to Los Angeles from Dallas for her mother’s career and 
because her eldest sister wanted to attend Art Center. After 
high school, Diane went to Art Center and later to Europe for 
further study.

She did become an 
illustrator, graphic designer, 
and painter. But she never 
gave up her desire to write 
and illustrate children’s 

Diane Browning

Diane Browning illustrations.
www.dianebrowningillustrations.com

based oils on paper. “I still work the old-fashioned way. No computers!” She is presently re-working 
a dummy of her manuscript, At Bidbury Faire, for which she won the picture book award at the 2010 
SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Day.

Signed, Abiah Rose, Diane’s first picture book, came to the attention 
of Tricycle Press at the 2008 SCBWI Summer Conference portfolio 
display. Released in June of this year, Signed, Abiah Rose received a 
starred review from Booklist and was named to their Top Ten Historical 
Titles for Youth 2010.

books. She spent years poring over picture books, studying the text and 
compositions, the page turns and mood of the illustrations. “I love the 
way art can express mystery, joy, humor, the magic of a moment. It’s 
the striving to capture the essence of a manuscript that I think makes 
illustrating endlessly challenging, rewarding, and fun.”

Working primarily in acrylics and colored pencil, she misses the oil 
paints she preferred as a painter and plans to experiment with water-
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SCWBI-LA Illustrator’s Day 2010

The 2010 Illustrator’s Day contest instructed contestants 
to create an illustration based on the sentence:

“It was night, and the rain fell; and falling,
it was rain, but, having fallen, it was...”

Grand Prize Winner by Joan Charles

Runner Up Carolyn LeRunner Up Cliff Cramp

Winner of the Grand Prize: 
Joan Charles

Runners Up: 
Carolyn Le
Cliff Cramp

Portfolio Display Winners
Judge’s Choice
Christina Forshay
Joan Charles

People’s Choice
Christina Forshay
Wendy Grieb

CONTEST WINNERS

 1. (left to right)- 
Brian Floca, Dan 
Santat, Jennifer 
Rofé, and Mary 
Peterson.  
2. Ken Min – one of 

the organizers of Illustrator’s 
Day along with Milla 
Zeltzer.  3. Contest/Portfolio 

winners – (left to right) - 
Christina Forshay,  Wendy Grieb, 
Cliff Cramp, Joan Charles, and 
Carolyn Le  4. The mustache 
brigade.  5. Three speakers of the 
day – (left to right) - Dan Santat, 
Brian Floca, and Jennifer Rofé.
Photos by Rita Crayon Huang.  

1.
2.

3.

4.5.

2.
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SUCCESS STORIES

SCBWI-LA Working Writers Retreat
Two Success Stories
by Dawne Knobbe

Author Julie Williams’ Big Break 

Q:  How did attending the SCBWI-L.A. 
Working Writer’s Retreat improve your 
writing?

It made me more serious about my writing; it gave me 
a venue where I was comfortable talking with people I 
didn’t know; and I connected with my first editor 
there. 

I love the intimacy of 
the setting, the way it 
encourages one to set 
aside his or her daily 
life and routines. 
There’s nothing like 
being able to visit with 
everyone and party 
together over a week-
end. I always came away 
feeling energized and 
more committed to 
writing as a craft. I 
confess it is my favorite 
SCBWI-L.A. event (even if 
it isn’t one of the ones I helped coordinate!). :-) 

Q:  Tell us about your experiences with editors 
at the retreat.

I’ve had lots of great conversations and helpful feed-
back from editors at the retreat. But the big excite-
ment for me was meeting my editor at HarperCollins. 
She loved what I read in the critique session, asked me 
to send her the manuscript, worked with me on a 
couple rewrites, and nine months after our first 
meeting, bought the book. That was my novel in 
poems, Escaping Tornado Season. I hope to publish more 
books with her in the future. 

Author Cecil Castellucci Shares 
Her Experience

Q:  What made you decide to attend the SCB-
WI-L.A. Working Writer’s Retreat?

I had heard from my friend Collyn Justus (who later 
became very involved in the SCBWI) that it was a 
really great thing. She said that it was a way to sort of 
hang out more intimately with kindred spirits (i.e. 
people who were trying to figure out what this whole 
kid lit thing was about and how to start!) And a way to 
hang out with editors/agents/published authors in a 
less formal setting. It was great because it demystified 
the whole process. I couldn’t afford it. I was dirt poor 
and I begged my parents for the money to attend as a 
birthday present.  

Q:  How many years have you attended and 
how did the weekend improve your writing?

Jeez! I think I went 4 years! One thing I really appreci-
ated was that a different person led each critique 
session. I also helped (the years I went) to institute a 
track that allowed those who were working on novels 
to tell more of their story. One chapter of a novel isn’t 
enough. I like to be able to follow the narrative. It 
allows for a better critique of what’s working or what 
isn’t. 

I think it is always helpful to hear other people’s 
writing. It gets you practiced in the art of listening for 
things like voice, character, plot, and style. It also 
helped me to put my best ears on. We are all a bit 
precious about our work and sensitive when people 
critique it. But I think it is essential to listen to how 
our work falls and hits other people, what turns them 
on, what disengages them. At the writing retreat, I 
really learned how to listen, because I was hearing my 
own work critiqued as well as others.  

(continued next page) 
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Q:  Tell us about your experiences with 
editors at the retreat.

All the editors were great. For me, two standouts 
were Rosemary Brosnan and Liz Bicknell. When 
Rosemary Brosnan was there, she talked about a 
book called Blue Tights by Rita Williams Garcia and its 
road to publication. I immediately bought and 
devoured it. Then one year, Liz Bicknell was there 
from Candlewick Press. She spoke about persever-
ance and having to be in love with a book. When both 
these editors critiqued me, I felt cared for and 
listened to. They spoke to the strengths of each 
individual’s manuscript. Let’s face it. We are all at 
different levels when we attend these retreats. The 
editors were as generous to those in the room who 
were just starting out and flying blind as they were to 
those who were way ahead and ready to begin 
submitting. I was impressed with their ability to make 
everyone feel equal and on the road to publication. 

Liz Bicknell encouraged me (through rejection!) by 
believing that I was an author and that I had some 
diamond in the roughness about me. When I was 
unpublished, just that little hit of love went an 
enormous way to helping me be able to keep at 
it—keep writing and keep believing that I would 
become a published 
author. 

Q:  How did attending 
the Writers Retreat 
lead you to becoming 
a published author? 

I learned while at the 
retreat that even though 
you find you love talking 
and hanging out with an 
editor, your book may not 
be to their taste! And that’s 
OK. Because it may be to someone else’s. It’s good 
to have cheerleaders even if they are not going to 
pick you for their team. It made me feel less stressed 
out about the weekend. For example, after my 
critique with Liz Bicknell, she pulled me aside and 
said to send her my manuscript Boy Proof, which I was 
reading from at the retreat. Liz already knew me 
from a manuscript, Grandma’s Gloves, that I had 
submitted to her. She said I should send her Boy Proof 
because even though she was not the right editor for 

me, her colleague Kara LaReau might be. Liz brought 
the book to Kara’s attention at Candlewick and Kara 
bought it! Kara and I ended up working on 4 novels 
together, and if Kara were still editing books (she 
now runs a critique service, Bluebird Works, which I 
have used!) I would still be making books with her. 
Together we worked on Boy Proof, The Queen of Cool, 
Beige, and Rose Sees Red (which came out this August). 
Eventually, Kara also bought the book Grandma’s 

Gloves, which I had taken to the retreat in 2001. It 
was published in August, 2009! Finally! 

I also met the agent who sold my first few 
books at one of the retreats. And, 
meeting other writers really went a long 
way to helping me get published, too. It 
is very wonderful to have swim buddies 
when you are figuring all of this stuff out. 
I think that the Working Writer’s Retreat 
is an excellent way for emerging authors 
who are just starting out to learn, listen, 
have fun, and get a foot in the door.  

Now, many years later, I still say that anybody who is 
serious about writing for kids should join SCBWI and 
go to the retreats.

Thanks to Julie and Cecil for sharing their 
experiences. We hope their stories will 
inspire you to attend a future Working    
Writer’s Retreat!

...SUCCESS STORIES

“I always came away feeling 
energized and more committed 
to writing as a craft.”  Julie

“I think that the Working Writer’s 
Retreat is an excellent way for 
emerging authors...to learn, 
listen, have fun, and get a foot in 
the door.”  Cecil
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(continued next page)

NEWS FROM THE INTERNET

Not so long ago, a blogger posed a question about how 
authors could “pay it forward,” and another suggested an 
online conference. WriteOnCon mushroomed from that 
simple exchange into a free event—available to anyone, 
anywhere, any time.

No one dreamed the three-day inaugural August 
conference would be so successful. About 11,000 people 
visited each day to read posted talks, join chats, enter pitch 
contests, watch vlogs, and critique in forums. The site 
drew an amazing 360,000 unique hits, and Publishers Weekly 
blurbed it.

“Each night, after the live events were finished, we always 
had a group chat with all of us to coordinate what we 
needed for the next day, etc. And the last night, Jamie 
chimed in with the numbers, and the chat just sort of went 
silent for a minute. Like...none of us knew what to say,” 
Shannon Messenger commented via email. “It’s so crazy 
that this thing we built almost entirely through email has 
become what it is.”

The event focuses on children’s and YA literature and the 
idea was hatched by Elana Johnson (http://elanajohnson.
blogspot.com)  and Casey McCormick (http://
caseylmccormick.blogspot.com), who were joined by 
Shannon Messenger (http://ramblingsofawannabescribe.
blogspot.com), Laura and Lisa Roecker (http://lisa-laura.
blogspot.com), Jamie Harrington (www.totallythebomb.
com), and Jen Stayrook (www.jenstayrook.com). Elana’s 
Possession will be released in summer 2011 by Simon Pulse, 
and the Roecker sisters’ The Liar Society from Sourcebooks 
Fire will be on shelves March 2011.

These bloggers had never met face-to-face when they 
organized an event that featured agents Mark McVeigh, 
Holly Root, Suzie Townsend, Natalie Fischer, Joanna 
Volpe, Kate Testerman, Steven Malk, Mary Kole; editors 
Molly O’Neill, Anica Rissi; authors Josh Berk, Rosemary 
Clement-Moore, Lisa Schroeder, Cynthia Liu, Suzanne 
Young, Julia Karr, Kody Keplinger, Aprilynne Pike, Lindsey 
Leavitt. And that’s not all.

by Patricia J. O’Brien
WriteOnCon

The bloggers behind WriteOnCon (from top, left to right): Casey 
McCormick, Elana Johnson, Jen Stayrook, Shannon Messenger, 
Jamie Harrington, and sisters Lisa and Laura Roecker.

http://elanajohnson.blogspot.com/
http://elanajohnson.blogspot.com/
http://caseylmccormick.blogspot.com
http://caseylmccormick.blogspot.com
http://ramblingsofawannabescribe.blogspot.com
http://ramblingsofawannabescribe.blogspot.com
http://lisa-laura.blogspot.com
http://lisa-laura.blogspot.com
http://www.totallythebomb.com
http://www.totallythebomb.com
http://www.jenstayrook.com
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…NEWS FROM  THE INTERNET

next few monthly live events), but I know we’d 
like to bring back everything we did, and hopefully 
take it to the next level,” said Shannon, a lifelong 
Southern California resident. “We’d love to get even 
more activity going in the forums. Hopefully, we can 
get the word out to more agents ahead of time, so 
we have more people trolling the forums, looking for 
clients.”

WriteOnCon has a donation button to defray 
server costs needed to host this huge endeavor. 
Unfortunately, the first day of the inaugural event, 
there was a crash, and organizers had to hustle up a 
new server in a hurry. A donation isn’t required, but 
all they’ve suggested is $5. With so much to offer, 
WriteOnCon is an ongoing online event you cannot 
afford to miss.

Patricia J. O’Brien is a former newspaper features writer, 
a member of SCBWI, and a frequent blogger at http://
triciajobrien.blogspot.com.

To place an ad in KiTe TaleS:

Contact Bonnie Ferron at  
bonnieferron@earthlink.net 
Ads must be submitted in .pdf or .jpg format. 

•	 300 dpi preferred, black & white or color O.K.

•	 Link to your website at no extra charge. 

Ad costs are for  
one calendar year 
(4 issues) as follows:

•	 Business card size: 
3.5”w x 2”h = $30

•	 1/4 page: 3.5”w x 3.75”h = $60

•	 1/2 page: 7”w x 3.75”h = $90

•	 Full page: 7”w x 8”h = $120

Make checks payable to: SCBWI-L.A.

Mail to:  
Kite Tales c/o SCBWI, 
P.O. Box 4190, West Hills, CA 91308

Here are moments to savor from the event: 

Give Yourself Permission – http://writeoncon.
com/2010/08/give-yourself-permission-by-
editor-molly-oneill  

Writing Funny with Rachel Hawkins – http://
writeoncon.com/2010/08/bringing-the-funny-
by-author-rachel-hawkins  

Building Suspense with Kimberly Derting – 
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/writing-
thrillers-for-young-adults-by-author-kimberly-
derting 

A Panel Chat about Voice – http://writeoncon.
com/2010/08/live-industry-professional-
panel-anica-rissi-joanna-volpe-suzie-townsend 

Anyone can still access talks, vlogs, chat transcripts. 
Go to http://writeoncon.com and click on 
“Archives for Aug. 10-12.”  You may subscribe to 
WriteOnCon with Google Friend Connect. By 
popular demand, the organizers are hosting monthly 
live events with publishing professionals and have 
committed to a second conference. Before the next 
conference, an announcement will explain how to 
register.

 “We’re not really to the point of planning next 
year’s conference (we’re still trying to lock in the 

The site drew an amazing 

360,000 unique hits. By popular 

demand, the organizers are 

hosting monthly live events 

with publishing professionals 

and have committed to a 

second conference.

http://triciajobrien.blogspot.com
http://triciajobrien.blogspot.com
mailto:bonnieferron%40earthlink.net?subject=
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/give-yourself-permission-by-editor-molly-oneill
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/give-yourself-permission-by-editor-molly-oneill
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/give-yourself-permission-by-editor-molly-oneill
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/bringing-the-funny-by-author-rachel-hawkins
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/bringing-the-funny-by-author-rachel-hawkins
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/bringing-the-funny-by-author-rachel-hawkins
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/writing-thrillers-for-young-adults-by-author-kimberly-derting
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/writing-thrillers-for-young-adults-by-author-kimberly-derting
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/writing-thrillers-for-young-adults-by-author-kimberly-derting
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/live-industry-professional-panel-anica-rissi-joanna-volpe-suzie-townsend
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/live-industry-professional-panel-anica-rissi-joanna-volpe-suzie-townsend
http://writeoncon.com/2010/08/live-industry-professional-panel-anica-rissi-joanna-volpe-suzie-townsend
http://writeoncon.com/
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Thank you for inviting me to schmooze a bit about 
myself at the end of my three years as West San Gabriel 
Valley Schmooze coordinator. 

My introduction to SCBWI-L.A. was twenty years ago 
at the annual Writer’s Day at Clairbourn school. It was 
a smaller gathering than now, but just as friendly and 
informative. Nonsense stories held great appeal, and I 
hoped to learn how to switch from non-fiction magazine 
writing to captivating young children – with whimsy and 
humor.

Fourteen years, constant travel, and extreme writer’s 
procrastination later I retired as an account manager for 
a major college textbook publisher. I discovered that I 
did not have to drive to the “west side” to attend most 
of the SCBWI regular activities and knew it was time 
to give writing for children another try. I found an “east 
side” schmooze, hosted by Gay Kinman (now Schmooze 
Advocate for the Los Angeles region). Gay helped the 
San Gabriel Valley SCBWI activities come alive. She was 
succeeded by Peggy Spear, whose delightful schmoozes I 
attended for the next three years.

I enjoyed Peggy’s events so much that when she 
announced she was leaving the area I offered to become 
the next coordinator, hoping to continue the collaborative 
networking which makes schmoozes so inviting. 

Meanwhile, I became a volunteer at the Pasadena 
Humane Society. With my two Australian labradoodles, I 
participate in their Companion Animal Barks and Books 
program, which happily allows me ongoing contact with 
young readers. Our regular assignments are hour-long 
visits to the children’s sections of area libraries where 
each participant who reads an animal topic book to the 
dog/s receives a sticker – “I Read to a Dog Today.” Most 
delightful of all are youngsters who are not yet “readers.” 
Instead, they create original stories while paging through 
picture books. 

Every month, as part of Barks and Books, my 
dogs and I also visit a classroom of nine early 
readers at Five Acres, a residential foster home 
for emotionally disturbed children. Additionally, 
MaeRose, the black dog in the photo, has been 
designated “honorary tutor” in our weekly one 
pupil-one tutor reading development sessions 
at Five Acres. (I’m mostly there to serve as her 
escort.)

All of this provides insight into the ways children 
read – their choice of books, their questions, their 
levels – and helped generate myriad topics for 
our West San Gabriel Valley schmoozes during my 
tenure.

Topics we discussed included the Newbery and 
Caldecott awards, favorite children’s authors, the 
anatomy of picture books, submissions, agents, 
library collections, writer’s block and unblocking, 
feedback from those attending conferences, 
character creation, middle grade and young adult 
issues, query letters, appropriate word-length, 
website resources, how an illustrator works, the 
SCBWI-L. A. listserv – information a would-be 
author would like to have and seasoned writers 
love to share.

A year ago, some of the schmoozers and I 
launched a picture book critique group, another 
happy consequence of my return to SCBWI. 
Among other things, the group provides me 
with the impetus to keep submitting. After all, 
how else will a publisher know my work?     
dotsanddoodles.blogspot.com

 

VOLUNTEER IN THE SPOTLIgHT

Schmoozing on the East Side

   Dorothy Raymond

by Dorothy Raymond
Past West San Gabriel Valley Schmooze Coordinator

http://dotsanddoodles.blogspot.com
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great News

Susie Magazine for teen girls published Vicki Arkoff’s 
interview with “iCarly” star Nathan Kress as its 
September 2010 cover story; and MAD Magazine ran 
her Seth Rogan and “Lost” spoofs in the June and 
August 2010 issues.   

The Night Olympic Team by Caroline Hatton was 
selected by California Readers for the Middle School 
California Collection for the third year in a row.

Humphrey’s First Christmas by Carol Heyer was 
released in paperback this fall. 
www.carolheyer.com

Rhonda Hayter’s middle-grade comic fantasy, The 
Witchy Worries of Abbie Adams, will be appearing on 
Scholastic’s book lists in the fall and coming out in 
paperback from Puffin next April. 
www.rhondahayter.com

Rilla Jaggia won the 2010 SCBWI Work-in-Progress 
Award/Multicultural (underwritten by Amazon.com) 
for Sandalwood and Stone. www.rillajaggia.com 

Merrily Kutner’s book Z Is for Zombie was selected 
for the 2010 Read on Wisconsin! program (by the 
first lady of WI, Jessica Doyle). The book has also been 
reissued as a paperback. www.merrilykutner.com

Anne Loader McGee has just published her story, 
“Lady In Distress,” in the Los Angeles Times Kids’ 
Reading Room, and will have a second story out in 
December called, “The Wizard’s Apprentice.” 
www.annemcgee.com

Julie Musil’s article, “Putting Out Fires,” was 
published in the September issue of Scholastic Math 
Magazine. It can be viewed on page 8 of: 
www.onlinedigitalpubs.com 

The California Reading Association  awarded Alexis 
O’Neill The Marcus Foster Memorial Award for 
making significant and outstanding contributions to 
reading throughout California. www.alexisoneill.com 

Sherry Shahan’s short story “Our Mystery Teacher” 
appeared in the Los Angeles Times “Kids Reading Room” 
page (Oct. 17th), and a short story about dog mushing 
set in Alaska, “Night Run,” is in the current issue 

(Dec.) of Highlights For Children. 
www.SherryShahan.com

Lee Wind was accepted into the 2010/11 Nevada 
SCBWI Mentor Program to work on his middle grade 
manuscript, Over God, with Editor Emma Dryden. 
Over God also won an Honorable Mention for the Sue 
Alexander Most Promising New Book Award at the 
2010 SCBWI Summer Conference. 
www.leewind.org

  Events

Writer2Writer 
Join us at the Flintridge Bookstore and Coffeehouse, 
964 Foothill Blvd., La Cañada, for our monthly 
program about the craft of writing. Programs are 
normally scheduled for the first Sunday of the month, 
from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m., in our coffeehouse area. 

Sunday, January 2, 4 p.m. TBD
Sunday, February 13, 4 p.m. Paranormal Romance
Sunday, March 6,  4 p.m. Lisze Bechtold. Creating 
Picture Book Dummies
Sunday, May 1, 4 p.m. Pseudonymous Bosch

No fee to attend, but seating is limited. For more 
information on the line-up, please email 
catherineL@flintridgebooks.com.

MomWriters, five SCBWI members, have teamed 
up to start a free online forum for mothers who 
write, hosted by Gannett’s MomsLikeMe network.  
MomWriters group accepts members from all over 
the country. http://xrl.us/MomWriters  

Classes

Art Center College of Design Night Program 
(626) 396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight 

Glendale Community College
“Writing Children’s Books” by Sara Louise Kras will 

Bulletin Board

(continued next page)
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get beginning authors onto the road of 
becoming published.  

February 8 – March 15 
7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m.

To enroll, go to Glendale Community 
College, Community Services 
Education at http://seco.
glendale.edu/cse/index.html. 

Otis College of Art and 
Design 
For information:  310-665-
6850, or 310-665-6950. 
E-mail: otisce@otis.edu 

UCLA Extension Writers’ 
Program  www.uclaextension.edu/
writers  

As the largest and most comprehensive 
university-related writing program 
in the nation, the UCLA Extension 
Writers’ Program equips new and 
practicing writers with the tools 
they need to tell their stories and to 
seek out publication and production. 
UCLA offers more than 500 annual 
onsite and online writing courses in 
writing for the youth market, as well as 
fiction, memoir, personal essay, poetry, 
playwriting, publishing, feature film, 
and television writing.
 
For more information: (310) 825-9415. 
To enroll: (310) 825-9971 or (818) 
784-7006.

To see new classes in the 
Writing Program go to: www.
uclaextension.edu/fos/Writing.
aspx?utm_source=unex&utm_
medium=email&utm_content=enroll_
here&utm_campaign=job%2311002Ac
urrentenroll_heresu10041310#

Definitions 
for the Perplexed
by Editorial Anonymous
Reprinted with permission from http://editorialanonymous.blogspot.com
A Blog of a Children’s Book Editor

F&gS: 

Now, if we’re talking about 
a novel, very likely the 
marketing department has 
nabbed galleys with which 
to make an ARC (Advanced 
Reading Copy – see Kite Tales 
Winter Issue 2010). 
 
If we’re talking about a picture book, though, that does not 
happen. Galleys are not representative enough of the final book to 
make good marketing materials. 
 
In many cases, a picture book will simply be put on an early 
enough production schedule so that marketing can use advances. 
But sometimes, they’ll have the printer send over a bunch of 
F&Gs. F&G stands for folded and gathered.
 
F&Gs are the same sheets the printer is sending the publisher 
as proofs, but instead of sending the printed sheets straight off 
the press, the printer has begun (but not finished) the process of 
putting the book together. 
 
When putting a book together, after the printer has printed the 
sheets of paper that will go into the book, those sheets are folded 
where the paper will butt up against the binding, gathered into 
signatures, and bound. 
 
The most expensive part of any hardcover book is the binding, so 
for the purposes of marketing materials, they skip that last step. 
 
Next time on Definitions for the Perplexed— Advances

From Editorial Anonymous: “If you have questions, e-mail them to 
editorialanonymous@hotmail.com, and I’ll try to answer them. But 
seriously, don’t try to query me or submit to me. I’m anonymous. If you 
submit to me or query me at this e-mail address, I will use your letter/
submission on the blog. Be warned.”

What you end up with looks like this.

Bulletin continued
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LOW-RESIDENCY MFA PROgRAM SERIES

On the green and at Your Desk: the 
Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA in 
Writing for Children and Young Adults 
 
Faculty Perspective by Uma Krishnaswami

We’re in the middle of the semester as I write 
this, and planning has already begun for the next 
residency. You wouldn’t think that taking a bunch of 
writers who like to spend time in their own heads 
and putting them together twice a year could produce 
anything but utter chaos. This is my fourth year of 
teaching in the very first MFA program developed in 
our field, at Vermont College of Fine Arts (VCFA). 
I am constantly astonished at the magical effect of 
strategically combining solitude, community, and 
academic rigor.

The residencies bookend each semester as well as 
the program as a whole. For ten days apiece, in 
January and July, faculty and students gather on the 
historic Vermont College campus in Montpelier, 
Vermont, complete with picturesque architecture 
and a sprawling college green. The residencies 
are exhausting and exhilarating, with lectures by 
faculty and graduating students, workshops, book 
discussions, readings, sessions with visiting writers, 
themed days with guest speakers and panelists, and 
endless conversations. It’s nonstop immersion in craft 
and books, writing process and the writing life. This 
immersion will sustain us all, faculty and students 
alike, over the next six months.

Our faculty consists of nationally and internationally 
recognized writers in the field of children’s and young 
adult literature: www.vermontcollege.edu/writing-
children-young-adults/faculty-staff. During the 
residencies, students are assigned to the advisor with 
whom they’ll work for the semester ahead. They meet 
with those advisors to plan and schedule the next five 
months. Then everyone goes home and the work of 
the semester begins.

For the four semesters of the MFA, students learn 
how to bring their stories to the page, and to 

understand the many shapes that story can take. 
They turn in five packets per semester. Each packet 
includes a combination of creative and critical work. 

Depending on student and advisor, the creative work 
in those packets may consist of a single long project 
(e.g., a middle grade or YA novel or a book-length 
work of nonfiction) or a number of shorter ones 
(picture books, readers, short stories, or poetry). In 
the third semester, each student is required to write a 
critical thesis. In the fourth, students prepare creative 
theses, which can range from eight picture books or 
other shorter works, to a partial novel (seventy-five 
pages) or a completed novel. 

Advisors work on each month’s packets in their 
own ways, offering their own distinct perspectives. 
The magic lies in the spaces in-between. By the time 
students are done with the program, they’ve worked 
on new and revised work with four advisors, and 
absorbed four different approaches to their work. By 
the time they graduate, they’ve begun to synthesize 
them to create their own individual approaches. 

I should mention the critical work. Granted, people 
don’t usually enroll in an MFA program to learn how 
to write stunning critical essays. But you can’t develop 
and write an essay of substance on, say, narrative arc 
or the construction of a scene, without beginning to 
think of your own writing in a more discerning way. 
Critical reading and writing can help you to come at 
your own work slantwise, with insights gained from 
deepening your thinking about craft.

And then there’s the picture book semester. This 
unique VCFA offering can be taken as a special 
concentration that is part of the MFA, as a stand-alone 
semester, or as a post-graduate experience. An online 

(continued next page)
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forum offers students the opportunity to read and 
critique each other’s work, participate in focused 
discussions, and prepare a culminating residency 
panel presentation on aspects of this iconic form of 
children’s literature. 

I’m often asked who our students are. They come 
from both coasts and everywhere in between, from 
Canada and overseas as well. Some are fresh from 
their undergraduate programs. Some come with rich, 
diverse career experiences both within and outside 
publishing. Some are published writers, seeking to 
refine their skills or shift their focus. 

And our graduates? Their work speaks for itself. 
You’ll find them on bookshelves, on major awards 
lists, bestseller lists, and in positions in publishing. 
Read their words in the articles and editorial columns 
of Hunger Mountain, the VCFA Journal of the Arts: 
www.hungermtn.org/young-adults-and-childrens-
literature/ They speak at national conferences, 
advocating for children’s and YA books. Some teach 
writing in a variety of settings including other low-
residency MFA programs. Our graduates do us 
proud.

For more information on the Vermont College of Fine 
Arts low-residency MFA in Writing for Children and 
Young Adults go to:www.vermontcollege.edu/low-
residency-mfa/writing-children-young-adults

Uma Krishnaswami is the author 
of a dozen books for young readers. Her 

next novel, The Grand Plan 
to Fix Everything, 
will be published by 
Atheneum in 2011. www.
umakrishnaswami.com, 
http://umakrishnaswami.
blogspot.com

...LOW-RESIDENCY MFA PROgRAM SERIES

And our graduates? You’ll find them 
on bookshelves, on major 

awards lists, bestseller lists, and 
in positions in publishing. 

Beware the MFA  
Student Perspective by Nina Kidd

Warning: VCFA Can Will Change Your Life. 

In 2005, I’d been writing and illustrating for 20 
years. I had some very modest success publishing for 
children, undoubtedly flukes. 

Then I saw what was happening to my L.A. SCBWI 
critique partner. In the midst of her two-year MFA 
low-residency program at Vermont College, her 
writing was blossoming. She was tired, exhilarated, 
full of books and ideas; and the powerful writing 
was pouring out. 

I looked at the list of Vermont faculty: experienced 
and publishing award-winning books. Katherine 
Paterson was a Vermont College advocate and 
advisor. For me, the spirit in her novels and in The 
Invisible Child (collected speeches and essays) sealed 
the deal.

I applied, determined to read at least one work 
by each of the ten faculty members, and on three 
week’s notice, to submit a 20-page sample of my 
current work for critique, and read, and comment 
on the work of nine other students before the 
eleven-day residency for a series of workshops. I was 
also assigned to read over a hundred pages from The 
Norton Anthology of Children’s Literature. 

Montpelier, Vermont, is brick and gingerbread 
Victorian, with the college on a grassy hill above. In 
January (the winter residency), the town is a snowy 
postcard with Christmas lights. I knew no one. Then 
suddenly I knew everyone – sixteen classmates from 
Utah, Texas, New Jersey, New York, Washington 
State, Oregon, Montana, and Canada. Our class 
bonded the first night. On the second day at lunch 
author/faculty member Jane Kurtz sat down with 
me and asked me about my work!

My first workshop group, including MFA candidates 
and students from other semesters, met in a library. 
They were creative, encouraging, tough. Faculty 
Jane K. and Cynthia Leitich Smith (find her well-

(continued next page)
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known author interviews at www.cynthialeitichsmith.
blogspot.com) kept us laughing, and thinking. In the 
evenings, Vermont faculty and graduating students read 
from their work-in-progress. Each MFA candidate gave 
a lecture based on his or her critical thesis. 

Back home every semester, we were expected 
to produce forty pages of writing each month to 
send to a faculty advisor. We were encouraged to 
experiment: poetry, picture books, YA novel, middle 
grade novel, short stories, critical writing (required), 
and annotations to each month’s readings – like 
mini-reviews. The twice-yearly residencies were 
concentrated college semesters of lectures, seminars, 
and readings. Evenings, we took our advisors out to 
dinner in town and danced. I thought of the residencies 
as summer camp. 

...LOW-RESIDENCY MFA PROgRAM SERIES

Here’s the risk: the people and ideas in a good MFA 
program will deepen your respect for this work we 
are all trying to do. I graduated committed to my 
relationships and my writing for young people. “No, 
dear family, the MFA in Writing for Children and 
Young Adults is not the end. It is a beginning.” 

P.S.: The other risk, to 
paraphrase James Thurber, is 
that as you continue writing, 
when you turn a corner 
you may run headlong into 
yourself coming the other 
way. 

Nina Kidd is currently 
completing a middle grade 
nonfiction book about mountain lions.  

Student Perspective continued

Critique Connections Online Free!
Longing for a critique group? Why not join Critique Connections Online to find a buddy or two? It’s easy, 
and open to SCBWI members who reside in the Tri-Regions of Southern California. Critique Connections 
Online is not an online critique group or a manuscript exchange; it is a way to link up with like-minded 
people to allow you the possibility of creating your own critique group. Best of all, it’s free!  

Below is a sample from the ever-changing list you will find at Critique Connections Online. To access the 
contact information or start your own group, join by e-mailing your request to critiqueconnect@yahoo.com. 
Questions can be addressed to the same e-mail.

Once you’ve joined the Yahoo! Group, you will be asked to provide information about yourself for a database 
and for an introductory e-mail. Others in the group can then connect directly with you and you with them.

Sheryl Scarborough, Critique Connections Online Coordinator

Name Writer/Illustrator Location Start/Join OL/F2F genres

Marci writer Los Angeles start/join F2F YA
Kristen writer/illus. Valley Village start/join F2F PG
Rebekah writer Bakersfield start/join F2F MG
Andrea writer Orange County start/join F2F YA
Meredith writer Oak Park start/join F2F MG, YA 
Larissa writer Santa Clarita start/join F2F MG, YA
Dawn writer Burbank start/join F2F MG
Mary writer San Dimas start/join F2F YA
Kelly writer West side join/start F2F MG, YA
Lorri writer Topanga join F2F PB

W: writer; I: illustrator; OL: online; F2F: face-to-face PB: picture books; MG: middle grade; YA: young adult; GN: graphic novels

http://www.cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com
http://www.cynthialeitichsmith.blogspot.com
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Writing Connections

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA) 
is devoted to helping writers make their work the best it can be.

EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES 
has been in business for over 20 years, and has helped many writers—
of both children’s and grown-up books—get published or improve their chances for publication.

ESOLA offers personalized, detailed services, everything from line editing to ghostwriting:

   • Detailed line editing and critique letter • Book doctoring 
   • Creative and publishing list development • Copy editing  
   • Proposal writing and editing   • Ghost writing  
   • Literary consultations   • Proofreading 
   • Writing workshops  
      

ESOLA can also help you craft a great query letter— 
                 so include it if you want help with that as well!

EDITORIAL SERVICES  
OF LOS ANGELES (ESOLA)  
 

 

Lisa Rojany Buccieri is a publishing executive with over 20 years’ experience in the industry. Lisa has also written over 100 
children’s books. She was lead author on Writing Children’s Books for Dummies (Wiley, 2005), and co-wrote the New York Times 
bestseller, Fund Your Future (Berkley, 2002) with Julie Stav. Lisa’s latest comes this October: Surviving the Angel of Death: 
The Story of a Mengele Twin at Auschwitz, with Eva Kor (Tanglewood Books). Her books have received various accolades, 
such as reaching #1 on the Publishers Weekly Bestseller List two years in a row (Make Your Own Valentines, PSS/Putnam), 
and winning the American Bookseller’s Pick of the List (Giant Animal Fold-Outs: Kangaroo & Company, PSS/Putnam). 
Most recently, she spearheaded the Intervisual Books launch of their first grown-up publishing program for Spring 
2007. She was the founding V.P. & Publisher of Americhip Books, a children’s book packaging company focusing on 
adapting technologies such as light, sound, paper-engineering, and animation for books. Lisa has also been 
Editorial/Publishing Director for Golden Books, PSS/Penguin Group, Intervisual Books, Gateway Learning Corp 
(Hooked on Phonics), and others. She charges by the hour for her editorial services, depending on the length of the 
manuscript or project. References available upon request.

LISA ROJANY BUCCIERI
EDITORIAL SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
Email:  EditorialServicesofLA@gmail.com                                         
www.editorialservicesofLA.com

mailto:editorialservicesofla%40gmail.com?subject=
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Make Way for SCBWI-L.A.’s 

WRITER’S DAY!
Would you like to know what Egmont Books for Young Readers is looking for?  
Do you need guidance from the “Master” on writing fantasy?
Are you seeking inspiration from an eloquent Newbery Award-winner?
Could you use tips on how to write “the perfect picture book?” 
Want to hear how to structure a young adult novel that transforms into a successful movie?

                        Any of this make your heart skip a beat?
 

Then L.A. Writer’s Day is for you! 

SPEAKERS
Editor, greg Ferguson, Egmont 
(www.egmontusa.com) 

Acclaimed fantasy author, Bruce Coville 
(www.brucecoville.com)  

Newbery Award-winning author, Susan Patron 
(http://susanpatron.com) 

Prolific picture book author, Tony Johnston 

Accomplished young adult author, Rachel Cohn 
(www.rachelcohn.com) 

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Annual Conference Scholarship  Contest for Writers and Illustrators

Sue Alexander Service and Encouragement Award (SASE)

Professional Forum speaker, TBD

Writing contests
and more!

Look for registration form and details at
 www.scbwisocal.org 

SaturdayApril 16, 20118 a.m. to 5 p.m.Clairbourn SchoolSan gabriel, CA

Come Join Us!

Join SCBWI today $160 

($75 membership plus $85 Writer’s Day)

http://www.egmontusa.com
http://www.brucecoville.com
http://susanpatron.com
http://www.rachelcohn.com
http://www.scbwisocal.org

